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New director aims
to restructure
Learning Commons

2

By Max Filby
Reporter

Children," a nationally recognized organization
dedicated to increasing child abuse awareness.
Joanne Carson is the director of the

Child abuse awareness and
prevention program to be
held in Bowling Green

Children's Advocacy Center of Lucas County
and the "Stewards of Children" event coordinator. She hopes the program helps reach a wider
level of understanding about the dangers of
child abuse.

At 9 am. students and community members

"One of the objectives is to enlighten and

can attend "Da -lines* to Light," a sexual abuse
prevention program that trains adults how to
act responsibly when handling child abuse. The
event is free and will be held at the Simpson
Building Meeting Room located at 1291
Conneaut Ave

empower all community members to take a
stand in protecting children." Carson said. "I
think everyone walks out of this training feeling
like they have the information they need to be
better able to protect children"

The program is sponsored by "Stewards of

CAMPUS

[Janet] was stern but in
a good way, with high
expectations... Everyday
you left having learned
something new.

U

MM BEAStON I MATH LECTURER

Jon
Zachrich
USG Auxiliary
Affairs Chair

The
Undergraduate
Student
Government met with Learning
Commons Director Mark Nelson
Monday night to discuss upcoming
changes to tutoring centers.
forward to offer better services to
Nelson is the first Learning students," said Dan Caldwell, USG
Commons director and hopes to vice president. "It will be helping
combine the current tutoring cen- students and hopefully helping to
ters at the University.
retain students."
Nelson plans to combine the
Nelson and USG aim to have
Writing Center, Math and Stats the reconstruction of the Learning
Tutoring Center, and the Study Skills Commons completed by next fall.
Learning Center in the Learning
"It will be a one stop place for stuCommons at the lerome Libn .-/.
dents to go for help," Nelson said. "It
A Learning Commons committee will be a supportive, campus-wide
will collaborate with USG to include collaboration."
student perspectives in the process,
Nelson said.
USG PLANS FOR 2011
"I would really like to include a
student on the committee," Nelson
■ Class Registration: USG
said. "They're the ones who are
hopes to push forward with
a new class registration progoing to be steering where we're
cess. The new registration
going with this."
process would allow stuNelson will eventually select a
dents to register for classes
USG member to collaborate with the
three semesters ahead of
committee about the future design
time and get students more
and setup. Jon Zachrich, USG chair
involved with the process,
of auxiliary affairs, began working
said Kevin Basch USG
with Nelson on the transition during
president.
finals week fall semester.
"I hope we can get more involved,
■ 911 Lifeline: USG plans to
but it's going really well so far,"
continue work on legislation
that would establish a law
Zachrich said. "We just want to make
in the city to protect undersure students are deciding what they
age people who report the
get out of their education."
alcohol poisoning of another
After the transition, Nelson also
from facing charges. This
hopes to make tutors for any subject
legislation may not be comavailable in the Learning Commons
pleted by the end of spring
at no cost to students.
semester, but work will
The Writing Center, Math and
continue this summer and
Stats Tutoring Center, and Study
next fall.
Skills Center are all currently located on the second and third floors of
■ Tasting Cantar: USG will
work to create a facility
Moseley Hall. The current Learning
where professors can send
Commons is located on the first floor
students to make up tests.
of the Jerome Library.
"Professors might be more
Throughout the transition this
inclined to give students
semester, all of the tutoring centers
the option to make up tests
and the Learning Commons will
if there is a place like that,"
continue to offer walk-in services.
Zachrich said.
"It's a great idea. We're moving
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LEGACY: Janet Emerine. a former math lecturer, died unexpectedly in her office Feb. 18.

rep Iacment
University hires math lecturer Ginni Beaston following Janet Emerine's death
By Si«fani« Franks

"We hit it off and were col- job it would be," Beaston said.
leagues and common thinkOn Feb. 18, Emerine, 63, died.
Ginni Beaston is dedicated ing peers for life," Beaston said. Beaston was stunned to hear
to living up to the legacy "We would meet in classes, con- the news.
that Janet Emerine left behind.
tests, the grocery store, the gas
"1\vo of my math colleagues
Beaston was hired in August station and always had trouble passed away last s;jring. Both
to replace Emerine, a lecturer of tearing ourselves away."
were people I would be contactmath education, after she died
In 2004, after retiring from ingfor help when I struggle with
in her office.
teaching, Emerine was hired how I want to do things here
Beaston first met Emerine by the University as a profes- ... both were truly kindhearted
while teaching high school sor in mathematics education. educators who always put their
math and coaching volleyball. Beaston had the opportunity to students first," Beaston said.
Emerine officiated a volleyball discuss the job with Emerine.
See BEASTON | Page 11
contest Beaston was coaching.
"1 thought then what a great
Reporter

Obama: US still grieving, shocked
over Ariz, shooter's rampage
By B... F.ll.r
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama said Monday the
nation is still in shock over the
shooting rampage in Arizona that
left a Democratic congresswoman
fighting for her life, but he commended the courage of the people
on the scene who rushed to help,
saying their actions reflect the
"best of America."
The president told reporters
that Democratic Rep. Gabrielle
Giffords and others injured on
Saturday are still fighting to
recover. He said he anticipated
some type of national memorial that would allow the country
to express its sense of loss. The
president said he also wanted to
make sure that "out of this tragedy, we can come together as a
stronger nation."
Speaking in the Oval Office
alongside French President Nicolas
Sarkozy, Obama's comments on
the shootings overshadowed his
business with the visiting leader —

KTE SOIHAI WHITE HOUSE FUCKR
BRIEFING: President Barack Obama talks with Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer concerning the shooting of
Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and others, on a cell phone in the halfway outside the Situation Room of the
White House, Saturday. Jan 8.

just as essentially all of the official
business in a rattled Washington
has been pushed aside by grief
about the events and questions
about how to respond.
In total, 19 people were shot in
the attack; among the six people
killed were Arizona's chief federal
judge, a 9-year-old girl interested
in government, and one of Giffords'
aides. The White House said the
president may go to Arizona, but
the president said he had nothing to announce yet, underscor-

SPORTS

FORUM

Graphic students get sketchy

Going from flab to fab

Falcons start 2011 with a win

The Graphic Design Club participates in

Columnist James Bero explores the dtfficul-

The Sketchbook Project. Find out how

ties of dieting, what habits work and don't

The BG gymnastics team kicked off its season with
a win Sunday, defeating the University of IllinoisChicago. Dawn Christman took top honors in the
all-around | Pagt 9

they are getting involved in this nation-

work, and a book with all the fat-burning

wide movement. See photos | Page 5

secrets | Paga 4

ing that he has been in touch with
family members of those shot and
killed and is contact with Arizona
officials and leaders of Congress.
"In the coming days we're going
to have a lot of time to reflect,"
the president said. "Right now the
main thing we're doing is to offer
our thoughts and prayers to those
who've been impacted, making
sure we're joining together and
See OBAMA | Page 12

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What is your favorite part about coming back school
after winter break?

r ]

LAC REE TAYLOR
Freshman. International Stuctes
"I'm happy to be back at school to
further my education." | Paft 4
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BLOTTER

2:17 AM.
Erik L. Green, 21, of Toledo, was
arrested for receiving stolen
property, improper handling of
a firearm in a motor vehicle and
two counts of possession of
drugs within the 100 block of N.
Prospect St.

TUES, DEC. 14
8:26 A.M.
Complainant reported SS in
change and a handgun missing
from a vehicle parked within the
900 block of Wilson Drive

WED, DEC. 15
1:10 A.M.
Rory S T. Sheeks. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage
under the influence within the
1000 block of Fairview Ave.

THUR., DEC. 16
2:37 A.M.
Bryan P Scallish. 23, of Toledo.
and Brittaney M. Woods. 21. of
Toledo, were cited for open container in a motor vehicle near the
corner of North Mam and East
Wooster streets.

FRL, DEC. 17

12:59 A.M.
Jacob T Guzman, 20. of
Waterville, Ohio, was cited
for underage under the influence within the 300 block of E.
Wooster St

3:36 A.M.
A resident within the 1400 block
of Bnarwood Drive reported a
42-inch television, valued at $700
and a cell phone, valued at $200.
stolen.
11:10 P.M.
Ryan G. Morelock. 23. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession
of drugs and possession of drug
paraphernalia near the corner
of South Main Street and East
Gypsy Lane Road.

SAT., DEC 18
2:24 A.M.
Warren J. Straley. 23. of Van
Wert. Ohio, was cited for operating a vehicle impaired within the
2000 block of E. Napoleon Road.
330 A.M.
Matthew W. Page. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating
a vehicle impaired near the corner of North Prospect and East
Wooster streets.

4:29 P.M.
Natisha N. Seward. 30. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
assault within the 1000 block of
Fairview Ave.
5:06 P.M.
Christopher Brian Moten. 24.
of Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal damaging within the 300
block of Palmer Ave
9:41 P.M.
Residents within the 100 block of
Byall Ave. suspected someone
entered the residence through
the window as items were out of
place. It was later believed their
dogs were the likely culprits when
dog hair was found in a knocked
over slow cooker.

TUES., DEC 21
740 AM.
Complainant reported $2 in
change and hunting clothes missing from a vehicle within the 1000
block of Pearl St.
3:34 P.M.
Complainant reported a GPS.
valued at $200, missing from his
vehicle parked within the first
block of East Wooster St.

5:22 A.M.
Complainant reported his wallet
and bank card missing from the
Attic.

WED, DEC 22
12:53 A.M.
Justin S. Stennett, 32. of Bowling

SUN., DEC. 19
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* Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 *
•Apartments Available •
» Semester Leases •
» Minutes from BGSU *
• Pet friendly community •
• Heat included X

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
300 Napoleon Road
i Bowline Green
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"EXTRA, EXTRA"
REAimMQinm
First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrmaptforaone
bdrm price!
(Only valid if signed before 2/28/n)

BOWLING GREEN
COLLISION CENTER
EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHING

12:03 P.M.
Complainant reported an MP3
player and a flashlight were stolen
from his vehicle during a delivery within the 300 block of E.
Napoleon Road.

FRL, DEC. 31
1:35 AM.
Cassandra Lynn Mendieta. 19.
of Bowling Green, was cited
for underage under the influence near the corner of North
Prospect and Pike streets.

11:16 P.M.
Elisabeth Christa Thompson, 73,
of Bradner. Ohio, was cited for
criminal trespass within the 1000
block of S. Main St.

Cody J. Stiner. 18, of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage
under the influence and possession of marijuana near the
corner of North Prospect and
Pike streets.

SAT., DEC. 25
3:11 AM.
Nicholas A. Goralske. 28, of El
Paso. Texas, was cited for operating a vehicle impaired within the
1600 block of E. Wooster St.

2:26 AM.
Levi W. Dominique, 22. of
Wauseon, Ohio, was arrested
for disorderly conduct/menacing within the 100 block of N.
Main St.

SUN., DEC 26
1:48 A.M.
Johnny D. Miller, 52. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle impaired near the corner
of East Napoleon and South
Dunbridge roads.

2:49 AM.
Benjamin E. Wilkinson. 32. of
Columbus, was cited for disorderly conduct/fighting within
the 200 block of N. Main St.

SAT., JAN. 1

MOM, DEC 27

12:29 A.M.
Todd E Copic II. 20. and
Jacob A. Greear. 20. both of
Bowling Green, were cited for
nuisance party within the 100
block of S. Summit St.

2:01 A.M.
Kristen L. Kohlman, 20, of
Bowting Green, was cited for
underage possession within the
800 block of S. Mam St
11:39 A.M.
Resident within the 800 block of
E. Napoleon Rd reported $485
and a spare car key stolen from
his apartment.

Britney M. May. 19. of Toledo;
Robert W Cryan. 19. of
Maumee; Nicole C. Figueroa.
20. of Maumee; Amanda L
Otis, 20. of Maumee were
cited for underage under the
influence within the 100 block
of S. Summit St

3:17 P.M.
Daniel S. Bowen. 25, of Bowling
Green, was cited for shoplifting
from Kroger.

12:59 A.M.
Michael J. Shriner. 22. of
Monclova, Ohio, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
within the 100 block of E.
Wooster St.

TUES., DEC. 28
3:04 AM.
Franklin E Camp III. 21, of
Perrysburg, was arrested for
disorderly conduct while intoxicated within the 1500 block of E.
Wooster St.

1:21 AM.
Devin J. Crockrel, 19. of
Sylvania. was cited for criminal
trespass, obstructing official
business and underage possession within the 100 block of E.
Wooster St.

3:14 P.M.
Complainant reported an MP3
player and $150 stolen from her
vehicle parked within the 500
block of Monroe Court.
10:51 AM.
Complainant reported a 2005

2:29 A.M.
Abraham K. Busienei, 24. of
Bowling Green, was cited

7r+The ^

993 S Main I 419-353-8826
5 bidt, 2 booths • appl available

cuvwia
Centerg

Ins. Claims Welcome • Auto Glass
Free Estimates • Paint Work
Body Work • Minor Touch Ups
Major Collision • Frame Straightening

525 Ridge I 419-352-3588
11 beat. 1 booth
No appointment needed
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ONE MONTH FREE! with purchase of 3 month package
B*k*MrhVf1
NEW CUSTOMERS

Tutor as low as

—
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FREE Towing to our Shop

LOTIONS
UP TO

40% OFF
EVERYDAY

1011S. Main, BG
419-353-6420
T.F. 866-295-7012
MySTICTA
FAN1
I N. Main Street Location Only

8:34 P.M.
Susan J. Hibbard, 41. of
Bloomdale. Ohio, was arrested
for shoplifting within the 2000
block of E. Wooster St.

SUN., JAN. 2
1:37 AM.
Dustin K. Teneyck, 18. of Bowling
Green, was cited for nuisance
party and providing a place for
underage consumption within the
700 block of E Napoleon Road.

TUES., JAN. 4
356 P.M.
Timothy P. Ritchey. 46. of
Perrysburg. was cited for receiving stolen property near the
corner of East Wooster Street
and North Dunbridge Road after
allegedly placing a registration
sticker from another vehicle on
his license plate
9:17 P.M.
Jason A. Hensley, 21, of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession
of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia within 100
block of State Ave.

WED., JAN. 5
3:33 AM.
Alvin Bradford Stephens III. 21, of
Toledo, and Scott M Yoder, 23. of
Sylvania. were cited for disorderly
conduct near the corner of South
College Drive and 5th Street

Road

SAT., JAN. 8
12:35 AM.
Jennifer S Devriendt. 39. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
near the corner of South
Wintergarden Road and North
Street.
2:14 AM.
Kyle Elden Fox. 22. of Grand
Rapids, Ohio, was cited for driving under the influence within the
200 block of W. Wooster St
3:29 AM.
Rachel B Ankney. 26. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle impaired, open container
in a motor vehicle and possession
of drug paraphernalia within the
500 block of W Gypsy Lane.

SUN., JAN. 9
1:27 A.M.
Erik August Bauerle. 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct/fighting and
criminal trespass within the 100
block of N. Main St.
2:25 A.M.
Ryan Bahr. 20, of Findlay, was
cited for underage under the
influence within the 100 block of
N. Main St.
2:39 A.M.
Georgette Alaniz. 22. of Fremont.
Ohio, and Sanjuanita Cruz
Cabrera. 30, of Harlingen, Texas,
were cited for open container in
a motor vehicle within the 1400
block of E. Wooster St.
3:05 A.M.
Lucas J Keeler, 25. of Metamora.
Ohio; Matthew C Keller. 23. of
Toledo; and Benjamin Malenfant.
of Swanton, Ohio, were cited for
disorderly conduct/fighting within
the 100 block of Clay St.

MON..JAN.10
2:48 A.M.
Trenton Kenneth Bell-Hudson.
22. of Toledo, and Raul H. Salinas
Jr., 22. of Bowling Grten, was
arrested for assault following a
fight outside of Taco Bell.

ONLINE: Go to bgy«w$<om for
the complete blotter list.

THUR., JAN. 6
6:12 A.M.
Complainant reported a pair
of coveralls, a knife, cigars and
two pairs of gloves stolen from
a vehicle parked within the 900
block of S. Main St.
6 27AM
Nicholas Ryan-Sean Cole, 19. of
Brownstown, Mich, was cited for
theft and criminal trespass within
the 900 block of S. Main St.
10:40 A.M.
Complainant reported a 32-inch
television, valued at $335. stolen
from Quality Inn,
4:33 P.M.
Joseph E. Hayhurst. 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
theft within the 1000 block of N.
Main St.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

PIP VOU KNOW...
If you stop getting
thirsty, you should
drink water, because
when the human
body is dehydrated,
its thirst mechanism
shuts off.

FRL, JAN. 7
5:09 P.M.

248 N Main 1419-354-1559
16 beds. 2 booths • Mystic Tan
No appointment needed

— GRAND OPENING SPECIAL—
1 WEEK FREE;

654 PM
Felicia Flores. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession
of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia within the
1000 block of Fairview Ave.

Antonio Jovan Smith, 25, of
Toledo, arrested for assault, possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia within
the 700 block of E Napoleon

THE WASH HOUSE

3**f&G since. mC?( TJtHEAT
TanningCenterBG.com

2:58 AM.
Paige Denise Chretien. 18, of
Southgate. Mich., was cited for
underage under the influence
within the 100 block of N. Main

12:07 AM.
Thaddeus W. Lang, 20. of
Grover Hill. Ohio, was cited for
underage possession within the
200 block of N. Main St.

Sean M Williams. 22. of
Toledo, was cited for prohibited
acts, drug abuse — marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia within the 900 block
of Klotz Road.

7:08 P.M.
Raul Costilla, 44, of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle impaired within the 1000
block of N Main St.

2:43 AM.
Joshua Alan Mannor. 19. of
Rossford. was cited for underage
under the influence within the
2000 block of E. Napoleon Road

St

Road.

Brandon M. Harvey. 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired and
possession of marijuana within
the 300 block of E. Wooster St

for disorderly conduct/fighting.
criminal mischief and obstructing
official business near City Lot 1.

THUR., DEC 30

1:50 AM.
Christopher J. Irvine, 21. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
within the 900 block of Klotz

S

4I9-.J52-6.J35

%

1:14 P.M.
Cristipher McCallister. 23, of
Fremont. Ohio, was cited for
possession of marijuana near
the corner of South Main and
West Washington streets.

THUR., DEC 23

11:28 P.M.
Connne S Moulton, 32. of
Toledo, was cited for shoplifting
and child endangering at Meijer
after concealing merchandise in
her purse and on a child.

MON.,DEC20

WED., DEC 29

4:57 A.M.
Matthew Ryan Uanas, 26. of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
burglary and possession of criminal tools within the 400 block of
E. Napoleon Road.

12:32 AM.
Sara E. Trowbridge, 21. of Toledo,
was cited for open container in
a motor vehicle within the 200
block of N. Main St

Amanda M. Betts. 24. of Toledo,
was cited for complicity and child
endangering at Meijer.

3:05 A.M.
Nathaniel J. Sellers. 22. of Toledo,
was cited for disorderly conduct/
public urination within the 100
block of Manville Ave.

12:52 A.M.
Kaylee L Torres, 19, of Wauseon,
Ohio, was cited for prohibited
acts/using the ID of another at
Uptown Downtown bar.

9:46 P.M.
Complainant reported four of his
vehicles tires slashed within the
700 block of Napoleon Road.

Amber Wilson. 23. of Toledo, was
cited for shoplifting at Meijer

2:02 A.M.
Zachary M Boyle. 21. of
Maumee. was cited for open
container within the 100 block of
N Main St

A

2:39 A.M.
William S. Fleming. 32. of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
operating a vehicle impaired,
open container of alcohol in a
motor vehicle and possession of
drug paraphernalia near the corner of C lough and South Main
streets.

flatbed trailer stolen from
within the 1500 block of E.
Wooster St.

Green, was cited for theft within
the 100 block of N. Main St

S12PRE S15D0S

J (41?) 353-5000 (lllfi.iin

HILLSDALE
1082 Fairview Ave.
1,2,3 Bedrooms
•Carports Dishwashers*
•Garbage Disposals*
•Air Conditioning'
•Washers/Dryers in 2 & 3 Beds*
•3 bedrooms w/lull basement*
Leasing Office Located at:
1045 N. Main St

Session
Only $101

Expires.1/31/11 • 1 Time Purchase |

Management Inc.

419-353-5800
meccabg.com
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FORUM
PEUPLE ON

"We would meet in classes, contests, the grocery store, the gas station and always had
trouble tearing ourselves away."
- Math lecturer Gnni Beaston, on her friend Janet Emerine. who died last February [see story, pg. 1].

IE 5TREET

What is -/our favorite part about coming back to school after winter break?
"Hanging out

K
^S

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

"I like to come back

"Getting involved

and see new faces

with the social

with my Tao Beta

and meet new

atmosphere again"

Sigma sisters at

Have your own take on

lunch.

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

KELLY CHRISTENSEN.
Junior.
Musk Education

a question? Give us your

"Seeing friends"

people."
AJ RODGERS.
Freshman.
Nursing

KIANAAVERETT.
Freshman.
Social Work

KENNY RODGERS,

Junior
Biology

Get rid of stubborn
stomach fat this year
/jmm\

Tu«day.Januatyll.2Q10 4

JAMES BERO
FORUM
EDITOR

4

[ really like this shin, but I
cou (I never wear it, not with
my stomach in this large

form. I need a change, and
I'm ready fur it. I'm going to
go on a died start eating less
and exercise more. This plan
has to work.
[here are many variations
of what Americans believe to
he a diet and how one is to
lose weight. I am not a fitness
expert, but I have discovered
a great way to lose that stubborn belly fat that many people struggle to get rid of over
their lifetime.
When I arrived at the
University in the fall of 2t)0H,
I weighed a whopping 2H0
pounds. I was the true defini-

tion of a "hot mess." I realized
at that point that I was starting a new chapter of my life
as a first-year student, but I
wanted to really change my
life in all aspects and that
included my weight.
Over the course of my
freshman year, through proper lifestyle eating and exercise
changes I lost 70 pounds and
brought my weight down to
210 pounds and 1 had never
felt better.
Through this ama/.ing journey of losing weight, I realized how insecure I was about
myself before I had the weight
gone from my body. I may
have appeared confident to
the eye, however I was hurting inside.
Many of my new friends
were in shape, looked great,
and I was jealous. I felt very
unattractive and believed no
one would want to ever be in
a relationship with me. With

all of these things in mind I
decided to make that change
after only two days into my
first year at the University.
I maintained that weight
loss throughout my sophomore year, but I still had about
15-20 more pounds to lose.
Most of the weight 1 wanted to
lose was in my stomach, but I
had no idea how to get rid of
that weight.
1 had tried many things
to try and lose the stubborn
belly fat. From spot treating
exercise to almost unhealthy
dieting, nothing seemed to
work and 1 was frustrated.
Earlier this year I discovered a book by lorge Cruise
called, "The Belly Fat Cure,"
and I have been shocked by
the weight I have lost already.
I am now modeling my
diet by principles I learned
See DIET I Page 8

feedback at bgviews.com

New fitness video games
remove luxury of laziness
By Draw Schneider

"... I feel these games are diminishing the

Columnist

TheUnitedStatesofAmerica
is the greatest country in
the world.
Sure there are a bunch of
problems that need to be
fixed, but 1 am patriotic and
proud to be an American.
I lowevcr, there is one thing
the U.S. is known for 1 can't
disagree with ... Americans
are fat. We are one of the most
unhealthy countries in the
worid. Many people are trying to get healthier by eating
right and exercising. I am not
one of those people.
I'll admit it, most of the
time, I'm a lazy bum. I enjoy
sitting around just watching
TV, playing video games, listening to music, or just taking
a nice nap. 1 get done what 1
need to, and then in my free
time I do a lot of nothing
That is why I like vacation

purpose of video games... kids wanted
to have fun just sitting on the couch and
video games provided this luxury."
so much. I can spend my
days hanging out in the wonderful world of Facebook, or
lay on the couch and watch
Chris llansen make middle
aged men feel awkward on
the "To Catch A Predator"
marathon, without worrying
about homework or any other
responsibilities.
Some people might say it's
a pathetic way of life and 1
should get out and go exercise or something And they
might be right. But like 1 said,
I'm lazy.
1 really don't have any
motivation to work out If I
had weights or other work
out equipment in my room

I would probably use it. But
I don't feel like walking all
the way to the gym. especially now in the cold winter
weather.
Well luckily for me, there is
now an easy way to get exercisewithoutanyfancyweights
or machines and without
even leaving the room. Now
1 know what you're thinking. "What is this guy talking
about? Exercising without
any equipment and without
leaving the room? That's
crazy. It will never work."
Well if you are thinking that,
See GAMES | Page 8
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got somelhuq you want to say about an opinion column or news story? Here's
how to cjcl in loucii with us tot letters to the editoi:
■ E-m.TllusatthenewsiSbgncsv5.com.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Corne to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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HOGGING
Check out the sports
bbg tor the latest in BG
athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR HIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
'onger pieces between 400 and
r00 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsi?bgn*ws.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Columa" All submissions are sub(C-ct to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol The BG News*
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TOP LEFT: Senior Jessica Murray, the vice
president of Graphic Design Club, organizes how
the group will layout their sketchbook spreads.
The club will be participating m The Sketchbook
Project, a nationwide project (hat allows artists
from around the country to contribute sketchbooks that will tour the nation, beginning in
March.

TOP RIGHT: Junior Morgan Swedberg. senior
Ashley Beilharz and senior Jessica Murray discuss
the re-bmding process of their sketchbook pages

BOTTOM LEFT: Senior Ashley Beilharz begins
shading her groups spread

BELOW: Sentors Kari Schneider and Hillary
Hartmgs use Post-It notes to brainstorm ideas
and stay organized.

GET YOUR SIMPLE FEDERAL
TAX RETURN DONE FOR THE
LOW, LOW PRICE OF FREE.
(FEDERAL FORM 1040EZ)
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uted and true - we're here lor you

"ents or walk-ins welcome
cuts, color, corrective color.
is. facial waxes, manicures

Come try the best tax professionals in the industry at a great price...FREE.
You pay nothing when H&R Block prepares your 2010 Federal Form 1040EZ.
With our expertise, you don't have to give up anything to get everything you
deserve. For more information, please visit us at hrblock.com/1040EZ But
hurry, the offer expires February 15, 2011.

1616 E Wooitar
419.352.2107
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Phone: 419-352-9467
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After diversity
lawsuit, FDNY
hiring sits in limbo

Military: Ariz,
shooting suspect
failed drug test

Suspect in Texas
serial rapes is
prison employee

NYC official:
Snow emergency
declaration missed

Trial underway in
beating death of
Chicago teen

NEW YORK-The Fire
Department ol New York is seeing a glimmer of diversity on the
horizon after a federal lawsuit
forced it to revamp its hiring
practices

PHOENIX- A 22-year-old
man described as a social outcast
with wild beliefs steeped in
mistrust faces a federal court
hearing Monday on charges
he tried to assassinate Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords in a Tucson
shooting rampage that left six
people dead.

EDNA. Texas - Authorities
on Monday heralded the capture
of a suspected serial rapist who
they believe may have attacked
a dozen elderly women in Texas
in the past two years, saying he
is among the most wanted men
in the state.

NEW YORK-Mayor Michael
Bloomberg's administration
admitted multiple breakdowns in
its decisions before, during and
after a post-Christmas blizzard
that paralyzed the city, telling
lawmakers at a hearing Monday
that the city is sorry and making

A foot chase and subsequent
tussle with two police officers
in Edna on Saturday led to the
detention of a suspect in a case
so prominent that Gov. Rick
Perry created a task force to
catch him. The attacks instilled
so much fear that women in one
stop-stoplight towns bought
guns to protect themselves. The
police dubbed the attacker "The
Twilight Rapist."

changes.

CHICAGO - The trial
began Monday for a second
suspect in the beating death
of a Chicago teenager, with
prosecutors and defense attor
neys clashing over whether
the defendant seen in a video
shown around the world actually landed on the victim's head.

Other big-city departments
are already more diverse and
reflective of their populations,
including Los Angeles and
Philadelphia The lawsuit and its
outcomes may change things in
New York.
A new application exam is
being created The department
is recruiting heavily and says
more minorities are interested
in joining.
Lawyers asked in court papers
last month that the exam given
to applicants be offered more
frequently than every four years.
They also requested that a
professional minority consultant
help craft a recruitment program:
urged the use of innovative
recruiting tools like Facebook;
and suggested bringing back a
cadet program to encourage
more minority involvement.

A military official in
Washington said the Army
(e)ected Jared Loughnei in 2008
because he failed a drug test.
The official spoke on condition of
anonymity because privacy laws
prevent the military from disclosing such information about an
individual's application.
The official did not know what
type of drug was detected.

"Its safe to say he was one of
the most wanted men in Texas
over the last year and a half."
Texas Department of Public
Safety spokesman Tom Vinger

Public defenders are asking
that the attorney who defended
Oklahoma City bombing conspirator Timothy McVeigh and
"Unabomber" Ted Kaczynski
defend Loughner. who makes his
first court appearance Monday at
2p.mMST(4pm.EST)..

said. "It's hard to overstate the
significance of this arrest.
- Paul J. Weber (AP)

- Jacques B.lleaud (AP)

- Colleen Long (AP)

A top deputy mayor and
several commissioners testified
at a City Council hearing about
the Dec 26 storm that dumped
more than 2 feet of snow in parts
of the city.
More than 100 ambulances
became stuck as streets went
unplowed and 911 calls backed
up. Then, the overworked sanitation department fell behind
on trash pickups, and garbage
piled up.
Stephen Goldsmith, whose
job as Bloomberg's deputy
mayor of operations is to oversee
snowstorm response, apologized
to the city and the council for the
many failures, including not briefing the mayor adequately at the
start The cleanup has damaged
Bloomberg's reputation as a nononsense manager.

After Cook County Assistant
State's Attorney Lisa Mornson
pointed to Silvonus Shannon,
accusing him of kicking Demon
Albert and stomping on his head.
Shannon's attorney Bob Vyman
told jurors the video does not
show that.
Vyman said Shannon. 20,
kicked past Albert's head and
that there is no video proof the
defendant's foot connected with
the victim's head. In fact. Vyman
called Albert a "willing participant" in the brawl and actually threw a punch at Shannon
moments earlier. He told |urors
they would see the video several
times during the trial

Police: Exboyfriend
dismembered
Vegas dancer
LAS VEGAS-Police said
a former boyfriend accused of
killing a Las Vegas burlesque
dancer choked her, chopped her
into pieces and then covered her
naked body in cement.
A police arrest report made
public Monday alleges 32-yearold Jason Griffith killed 31-yearold Deborah Flores-Narvaez
after an argument at his home
Dec. 12.
Griffith was arrested Friday
after police said they found
Ftores-Narvaez's body in a downtown Las Vegas home.
He is due in court Wednesday
on a murder charge.
Griffith's lawyer. Patrick
McDonald, didn't immediately
respond Monday to a message.
Flores-Narvaez was reported
missing Dec. 14 after she didn't
show up for work at the burlesque show"Fantasy"at the
Luxor hotel-casino.

"You do not see him come
down on his head." he said

- Cristina Silva (AP)

- Don Babwin (AP)

- Sara Kugler Frazier (AP)

Meth trafficking flourishes despite tracking laws
'Pill brokers' continue to clip over-the-counter medicine coupons, punch pill packs for personal profit on methamphetamine market
By Jim Saltcr

The Associated Press

ST. LOUIS — Electronic systems that track sales of the
cold medicine used to make
methamphetamine have
failed to curb the drug trade

and instead created a vast,
highly lucrative market for
profiteers to buy over-thecounter pills and sell them
to meth producers at a huge
markup.
An Associated Press review
of federal data shows that

the lure of such easy money Enforcement Administration.
has drawn thousands of new "You'll see them with a GPS
people into the methamphet- unit set up in a van with a
amine underworld over the list of every single pharmacy
or retail outlet. They'll spend
last few years.
"It's almost like a sub- the entire week going store to
criminal culture," said Gary store and buy to the limit."
Inside their vehicles, the soBoggs, an agent at the Drug

called "pill brokers" punch macies to check instantly
out blister packs into a buck- whether a buyer had already
et and even clip coupons, purchased the legal limit of
pseudoephedrine — a step
Boggs said.
At the height of the meth that was supposed to make
epidemic, several states it harder to obtain raw ingreturned the electronic sys- dients for meth. But it has not
tems, whidv • allowd phaf worked as intended.
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Sunday
Mon-Thur
Friday
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campus @

Food Court

Outtakes

Offenhauer

Outtakes

—
8am-7pm
8am-3pm

I1am-6pm
7pm-11pm
3pm-7pm
11am-6pm

Sunday
Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

11am-11pm
7:30am-11pm
7:30am-11pm
11am-11pm

www.dineoncampus.com/bgsu
At www.DineOnCampus.com/bgsu, you can quickly
look at the daily menu, find our operating hours,
locations or even submit your favorite recipes. There
is an online comment card to capture and route your

MondoSubs

Dining Hall

2pm-11pm
11am-11pm
11am-9pm
2pm-9pm

11am-2pm
8am-8pm
8am-4pm
11am-2pm

feedback, and most importantly, students can find a
wealth of nutrition and wellness information. Plus:
txtOnCampus - Sign up for special coupons and
campus updates
Nutrition Journal - Tracking what you have
eaten over a day, week, or month in your personal, password
protected journal.

Kreischer

Sundial

Pizza

Outtakes

Sunday
Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

9am-7pm
7:30am-Midnight
7:30am-7pm
9am-7pm

Delivery
Thur-Monday
7:30pm-1am

Noon-11pm
10am-11pm
10am-11pm
Noon-llpm

Nutrition Tools - Includes Body Mass Index (BMI),
Calorie and Resting Metabolic Rate calculators.
Health & Wellness Links - Over 30 links to various
health and wellness sites that are frequently updated.
Gift Service - Order g*t baskets, flowers, cakes, or
balloons to pick or be delivered anywhere on campus.
Recipes - Submit recipes for our campus Executive Chef to

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union Falcon's Nest
Sunday
Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

11am-7pm
730am-8pm
730am-7pm
11am-7pm

Greenery
—
11:30am-2pm
11:30am-2pm
—

Starbucks
11am-10pm
7:30am-10pm
7:30am-9pm
9am-9pm

Black
Swamp
Pub

2.Mato
2.Nite

—
11:30-11pm
11:30-11pm
5pm-11pm

7pm-2am
7pm-2am
7pm-2am
7pm-2am

review and possibly incorporate into the menu.
Event's Calendar -See the latest dining promotions,
specials, and events planned.
On Line Menus - Visit the menu page to view a daily
menu for each of our locations.
Weekly Poll - Each week, take our weekly poll to let us
know what you think about hot dining topics.
Pod Casts - View and download highlights of special
events or features on special dining subjects.

Student Employment:

Student Catering Guide - Specially designed for

We offer a competitive hourly rate, convenient locations, part time hours with flexible scheduling. Opportunities for: cashiers,
waitstaff, food servers, kitchen helpers, student managers and much more. Visit our website to fill out an application.

student organizations to give you what you want at a price you

K
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can afford!
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Pressure on
Portugal rises
amid debt fears
LISBON. Portugal
- Borrowing rates for Portugal
briefly spiked Monday after
reports over the weekend that
Germany and France are pushing
it to accept outside help to keep
the debt crisis in Europe from
spreading.
The yield on Portuguese
10-year bonds, a key gauge of
investor sentiment, rose to 7.18
percent at one point, its highest
since the adoption of the euro
and a potentially unsustainable
level, before falling back to 6.94
percent.
Portuguese officials have
sought the help of China, which
has already used its foreign currency reserves to buy Greek and
Spanish debt and help stabilize
those nations.
The finance minister of
Portugal went to China twice late
last year, and Chinese President
Hu Jintao promised in November
to help Portugal out of its financial crisis. Beyond that, discussions between the two nati"ns
have been secretive.
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German, Iranian
ministers discuss
journalists

Mexico pipeline
explosion death
toll rises to 30

Berenson asks to
remain free on
parole in Peru

Rockets from
Gaza hit Israeli
c'rty; no one hurt

BERLIN (AP)-Germany's
foreign minister has made a fresh
request for the quick return of
two German journalists detained
in Iran, during a telephone
conversation with his Iranian
counterpart.

MEXICO CITY (AP)-An
official said a police officer whose
wife and two small children were
killed in a crude-oil explosion
in central Mexico also has died.
bringing the death toll to 50.

LIMA. Peru (AP)-US.
activist Lori Berenson asked a
Peruvian court Monday not to
revoke her parole and send her
back to prison to finish a 20-year
sentence for aiding leftist rebels.
saying she regrets her actions
and is not a danger to society.

JERUSALEM - Three rockets
fired from Gaza exploded in an
industrial section of the Israeli
city of Ashkelon Monday, the
military said, causing no casualties but pointing toward an escalation of violence between Israel
and Gaza militants.

MAIDUGURI. Nigeria
- Gunmen suspected to be part
ol a rad<al Muslim sect attacked
a church and killed a policeman
in northeast Nigeria, just weeks
after poke assigned officers to
protect churches in the region.
authorities said Monday.

Speaking at a hearing in the
capital. Lima, Berenson said she
wants to dedicate herself to raising her young son, born while she
was behind bars.

The latest rocket attack raised
Israeli-Palestinian tensions
already heightened by Israel's
destruction of an old hotel in an
Arab east Jerusalem neighborhood to replace it with Jewish
housing, pushing peace efforts
further away

At least eight other people
died in weekend rioting in the
central Nigerian city of Jos. a
flashpoint of religious tension
between Christians and Muslims.
police said Security forces
patrolled the city's empty streets.
as many stayed home out of fear
of new attacks.

Puebla state spokesman Noe
Torres said Cupertino Garcia
Garcia died Monday morning at
a hospital in Mexico City.

The Foreign Ministry in
Berlin said Monday that Guido
Westerwelle also thanked Iran's
Ali Akbar Salehi for his "personal engagement' in efforts to
resolve trie case.

The 25-year-old Garcia was
sleeping at home in San Martin
Texmelucan when a pipeline
exploded Dec. 19. He was the
only person in his family who
initially survived the blast that
injured 52 and damaged or
destroyed 115 homes

The German journalists, who
Iran says entered the country
on tourist visas, were arrested in
October while interviewing the
son and lawyer of a woman who
was sentenced to death by stoning for adultery

The explosion is believed to
have been caused by oil thieves.
Crude gushed from a stateowned Petroleos Mexicanos
pipeline into city streets and
ignited.

WesterweNe's ministry says
he also offered Salehi his condolences on Sunday's deadly crash
ofapassengerjetinlran.

Four other people remain hospitalized, including two children.

"1 reaffirm everything said
in the Aug. 18 hearing: That 1
believe 1 am not a danger to
society, that 1 acknowledge my
responsibility in the crime 1 committed and that 1 feel repentant
about it." Berenson told the
judges.
Berenson was first granted
parole May 27 after serving threequarters of her sentence, then
was sent back to prison Aug 18
on a technicality. The same judge
who first freed Berenson reinstated her parole in November
However prosecutors are still
fighting the decision.

-Barry Hatton and Pan Pylas (AP)

•

In a related development.
European Union consuls are recommending that Europe begin
relating to east Jerusalem as
the capital of a Palestinian state
now. according to a document
prepared for the EU leadership.
said an EU official in the West
Bank He spoke on condition of
anonymity because the document has not been released.
The rockets hit south of the
populated sections of Ashkelon.
the military said. In the past.
Ashkelon, six miles (10 kilometers) north of Gaza, has become
a frequent target of Palestinian
rocket squads in Gaza when
clashes escalate.

Nigeria: Policeman
guarding Christian
church is killed

The policemen was killed after
gunmen in Maiduguri opened
fire on the church in a drive-by
shooting near the Maiduguri
International Airport after the
sunset Sunday night. Borno state
police commissioner Mohammed
Abubakar said Abubakar said the
attackers also shot the church's
watchman in the leg and in the
shoulder.
"We were in the house when
we heard some gunshots - pow.
pow. pow - and within four
minutes, the gunmen fired
several gunshots into the church
wall and entrances." Rev. Elshah
Gufwan said.

-Matti Friedman (AP)

- Njadvara Musa (AP)

Petraeus: Taliban forces weaken in southern
Afghan regions after local tribes fight back
ByH.idiVogt

"The sheer losses that they've sustained of operations before he has to
security from international
deciding where he can
forces to Afghans. The White
are tremendous. That in and of itself is start
cut back.
IASHKAR GAH, Afghanistan House said Biden, who was
The true test of recent prog— NATO's top commander in last here in January 2009, was very significant and it's caused enormous
ress will likely come just as the
Afghanistan said Monday that to meet with President Humid
a recent pledge by a southern Karzai as well as US. troops.
stress on the central nervous system..." drawdown begins. lighting
typically lessens in the winter
Afghan tribe to stand up to
Petraeus spoke with the AP
David Petraeus I U.S. General
months in Afghanistan, when
the Taliban shows the mili- during a visit to the capital of
tary push in the country's Helmand province, where he mendous. That in and of rity bubble," Petraeus said, snows block fighters from
most violent region is mak- discussed last week's tribal itself is very significant and adding "2010 was a pretty traveling over mountain passing headway and stifling the pledge with provincial Gov. it's caused enormous stress bumper year for Helmand es from Pakistan, then picks
up again in the late spring and
insurgents' "central nervous Gulab MangaL He told the on the central nervous system province."
A year ago, Obama early summer.
AP that the Taliban is los- of the command and control
system."
approved a troop surge of
And there are still plenty
U.S. Gen. David Petraeus ing sway in volatile Helmand structure," he said.
A prime indicator of this 30,000 forces, most of whom of hurdles ahead for NATO
told The Associated Press in and Kandahar provinces in
success, Petraeus said, is went to the south to try to beat troops in the south. The area
the southern city of Lashkar the south.
Gah that a shift in thinking by
Petraeus said there is the announcement by the back Taliban forces from their continues to be the most violent in the country, with daily
the Afghan government and increasing dissension among Alikozai tribe that they would traditional strongholds.
The surge of forces in the announcements of coalition
NATO means that the tribe's the fighting ranks of the halt insurgent attacks and
risky move is being embraced insurgency and that fighters expel foreign fighters from south is seen as key to bol- deaths. More than 20 Marines
rather than ignored. And that are bristling at being ordered one of the most violent spots stering security enough that have been killed in Sangin
brings the hope that others to battle through the winter in the country — Helmand's Afghan forces can take charge, since mid-October, when the
may follow suit, he said.
by bosses sitting far away in Sangin district. The expan- which would in turn allow U.S. took over the district from
Later Monday, Petraeus was Pakistan. Meanwhile, target- sion i il In it It NATO and Afghan U.S. and NATO forces to draw British forces.
In an end-of-year review
on hand in Kabul to greet Vice ed strikes on mkUevel leaders forces in the region has made down troops. The Obama
President Joe Biden, who made in Afghanistan have fractured such a move much more ten- administration has promised of the U.S. strategy in
able that it would have been a to start pulling troops out in Afghanistan, the Obama
a surprise visit to Afghanistan the hierarchy, Petraeus said.
July, meaning that Petraeus administration said that
"The sheer losses that year ago, he said.
to assess progress toward the
"It has pushed out the secu- has only a few more months while Taliban momentum
key objective of handing over they've sustained are treThe Associated Press

Visit us

has been stopped or reversed
in some areas of Helmand
and neighboring Kandahar
province, "gains remain fragile and reversible."
And the surge does not
appear to have decreased the
number of insurgent fighters.
A NATO official said this week
that the alliance continues to
estimate about 25,000 fighters
in the country — the same
number as a year ago.
And so Petraeus and his
team are doing their best to
build rapidly on the successes
they've had.
NATO quickly pledged to
support the .\likii/,n tribe by
bringing in schools and finishing a key road in the area.
Petraeus and the provincial governor spoke for nearly
an hour, mostly about the
Alikozai deal and what could
be done to strengthen the
hand of the elders and possibly get other tribes in the area
to make similar pledges.
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Aetna Student Health, a leader in student health, offers the Bowling Green State University sponsored student
health insurance plan. These are some of the advantages you will receive:

Intramural
ream Tees

■

Coverage anywhere - at school, home or traveling and through the summer

■
■

Easy payment - included in your tuition billing
Access to the travel assistance services including emergency assistance - available 24/7.

■
■

Access to Aetna's nationwide network of health care professionals
Optional dental insuranc - a plan that makes it easy to keep your smile.

'• t CalorMM • lUwW' Any Celer Mrt
m a mmm/mmmm line**
Coupon HHl WHM1

Deadline to enroll or waive: January 24,2011

■ creek Spring RUSH

To team more go to www.aetnastudenthealth.com/schoolsybgsu/ or call
Aetna Stuctent Hearth at (877) 373-0737. You can also contact the
Insurance Office at the Health Center at (419) 372-7495.
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• Dorms • Events

• Departments

Your SUPER source for
• Scraan Printing • Embroidery
• PromoMoiMl Product!

Aardvark

123 S. Mam St • BO

419-354-6686

The Bowling Green State University Student Health Insurance Plan is underwntten by Aetna Life Insurance Company {ALICI and administered by Chickering Claims Administrators Inc.
^v.>^nesarvl:rie'applcablearAaledoanipar«e5. OiscDunlprog^rreprr»fXlearx»sstoctecr. ■'-■ ■- Decov-i Dfograms and travel assistance services may be ofiered by venders ivho are rvde.i Student Health. Provider participation may change '.vifroul noocf- A/andisnotan fa ornwlal ntocontad Heaff^siirarre plans artawexo1usor'< n lal
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After diversity
lawsuit, FDNY
hiring sits in limbo

Military: Ariz,
shooting suspect
failed drug test

Suspect in Texas
serial rapes is
prison employee

NYC official:
Snow emergency
declaration missed

Trial underway in
beating death of
Chicago teen

NEW YORK-The Fire
Department of New York is seeing a glimmer of diversity on the
horizon after a federal lawsuit
forced it to revamp its hiring
practices.

PHOENIX- A 22-year-old
man described as a social outcast
with wild beliefs steeped in
mistrust faces a federal court
hearing Monday on charges
he tried to assassinate Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords in a Tucson
shooting rampage that left six
people dead.

EDNA, Texas - Authorities
on Monday heralded the capture
of a suspected serial rapist who
they believe may have attacked
a dozen elderly women in Texas
in the past two years, saying he
is among the most wanted men
in the state.

NEW YORK-Mayor Michael
Bloomberg's administration
admitted multiple breakdowns in
its decisions before, during and
after a post-Christmas blizzard
that paralyzed the city, telling
lawmakers at a hearing Monday
that the city is sorry and making
changes.

CHICAGO - The trial
began Monday for a second
suspect in the beating death
of a Chicago teenager, with
prosecutors and defense attorneys clashing over whether
the defendant seen in a video
shown around the world actually landed on the victim's head.

A top deputy mayor and
several commissioners testified
at a City Council hearing about
the Dec 26 storm that dumped
more than 2 feet of snow in parts
of the city.

After Cool County Assistant
State's Attorney Lisa Morrison
pointed to Silvonus Shannon,
accusing him of kicking Denion
Albert and stomping on his head,
Shannon's attorney Bob Vyman
told jurors the video does not
show that.

Other big-city departments
are already more diverse and
reflective of their populations,
including Los Angeles and
Philadelphia. The lawsuit and its
outcomes may change things in
New York.
A new application exam is
being created. The department
is recruiting heavily and says
more minorities are interested
in joining.
Lawyers asked in court papers
last month that the exam given
to applicants be offered more
frequently than every four years.
They also requested that a
professional minority consultant
help craft a recruitment program;
urged the use of innovative
recruiting tools like Facebook;
and suggested bnnging back a
cadet program to encourage
more minority involvement.

A foot chase and subsequent
tussle with two police officers
in Edna on Saturday led to the
detention of a suspect in a case
so prominent that Gov. Rick
Perry created a task force to
catch him. The attacks instilled
so much fear that women in one
stop-stoplight towns bought
guns to protect themselves. The
police dubbed the attacker "The
Twilight Rapist."

A military official in
Washington said the Army
rejected Jared Loughner in 2008
because he failed a drug test.
The official spoke on condition of
anonymity because privacy laws
prevent the military from disclosing such information about an
individual's application
The official did not know what
type of drug was detected.

"It's safe to say he was one of
the most wanted men in Texas
over the last year and a half,"
Texas Department of Public
Safety spokesman Tom Vinger
said. "It's hard to overstate the
significance of this arrest "

Public defenders are asking
that the attorney who defended
Oklahoma City bombing conspirator Timothy McVeigh and
"Unabomber" Ted Kaczynski
defend Loughner, who makes his
first court appearance Monday at
2p.mMST(4pm.EST).

- Paul J. Weber (AP)

- Jacques Billeaud (AP)

- Colleen Long (AP)

More than 100 ambulances
became stuck as streets went
unplowed and 911 calls backed
up. Then, the overworked sanitation department fell behind
on trash pickups, and garbage
piled up.

Vyman said Shannon, 20.
kicked past Albert's head and
that there is no video proof the
defendant's foot connected with
the victim's head. In fact, Vyman
called Albert a "willing participant" in the brawl and actually threw a punch at Shannon
moments eariier. He told jurors
they would see the video several
times during the trial.

Stephen Goldsmith, whose
job as Bloomberg's deputy
mayor of operations is to oversee
snowstorm response, apologized
to the city and the council for the
many failures, including not briefing the mayor adequately at the
start. The cleanup has damaged
Bloomberg's reputation as a no-

Police: Exboyfriend
dismembered
Vegas dancer
LAS VEGAS-Police said
a former boyfriend accused of
killing a Las Vegas burlesque
dancer choked her, chopped her
into pieces and then covered her
naked body in cement.
A police arrest report made
public Monday alleges 52-yearold Jason Griffith killed 31-yearold Deborah Flores-Narvaez
after an argument at his home
Dec. 12.
Griffith was arrested Friday
after police said they found
Flores-Narvaez's body in a downtown Las Vegas home.
He is due in court Wednesday
on a murder charge.
Griffith's lawyer, Patnck
McDonald, didn't immediately
respond Monday to a message.
Flores-Narvaez was reported
missing Dec. 14 after she didn't
show up for work at the burlesque show "Fantasy" at the
Luxor hotel-casino.

"You do not see him come
down on his head." he said.

- Cristina Silva (AP)

- Don Babwin (AP)

nonsense manager.
- Sara Kugler Frazier (AP)

Meth trafficking flourishes despite tracking laws
'Pill brokers' continue to clip over-the-counter medicine coupons, punch pill packs for personal profit on methamphetamine market
and instead created a vast,
highly lucrative market for
profiteers to buy over-theST. LOUIS — Electronic sys- counter pills and sell them
tems that track sales of the to meth producers at a huge
cold medicine used to make markup.
An Associated Press review
methamphetamine have
failed to curb the drug trade of federal data shows that
By Jim Sal tar

The Associated Press

the lure of such easy money Enforcement Administration.
has drawn thousands of new "You'll see them with a GPS
people into the methamphet- unit set up in a van with a
amine underworld over the list of every single pharmacy
or retail outlet. They'll spend
last few years.
"It's almost like a sub- the entire week going store to
criminal culture," said Gary store and buy to the limit."
Inside their vehicles, the soBoggs, an agent at the Drug

called "pill brokers" punch
out blister packs into a bucket and even clip coupons,
Boggs said.
At the height of the meth
epidemic, several states
turned the electronic systems; I whit* ill tewed phar-

macies to check instantly
whether a buyer had already
purchased the legal limit of
pseudoephedrine — a step
that was supposed to make
it harder to obtain raw ingredients for meth. But it has not
worked as intended.
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Spring Semester Hours
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(Starting Monday, January 11th)
Founders
Sunday
Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

campus @

Food Court
—

Outtakes

Offenhauer

Outtakes

11am-6pm

8am-7pm

7pm-11pm
3pm-7pm
11am-vpm

Sunday
Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

11am-11pm
7:30am-11pm
7:30am-11pm

8am-3pm

—

McDonald

Mondo Subs

Dining Hall

Sunday
Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

2pm-11pm
11am-11pm
1lam-9pm

11am-2pm
8am-8pm
8am-4pm

2pm-9pm

11am-2pm

www.dineoncampus.com/bgsu
At www.DineOnCampus.com/bgsu, you an quickly
look at the daily menu, find out operating hours,

11am-11pm

locations or even submit your favorite recipes. There

'

is an online comment card to capture and route your
feedback, and most importantly, students can find a
wealth of nutrition and wellness information. Plus:
txtOnCampus - Sign up for special coupons and
campus updates
Nutrition Journal - Tracking what you have

•

eaten over a day, week, or month in your personal, password
protected journal.

Kreischer

Sundial

Pizza

Outtakes

Sunday
Mon-Thur

9am-7pm

Delivery

Noon-11pm

7:30am-Midnight
7:30am-7pm
9am-7pm

Thur-Monday

lOam-llpm
10am-1lpm
Noon-11pm

Friday
Saturday

7:30pm-1am

Nutrition Tools - Indudes Body Mass Index (ML
Calorie and Resting Metabolic Rate calculators.

'

Health & Wellness Links - Ovet 30 links to various
health and wellness sites that are frequently updated.
Gift Service - Order gift baskets, flowers, cakes, or
balloons to pick or be delivered anywhere on campus.
Red pes - Submit recipes for our campus Executive Chef to

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Falcon's Nest
Sunday
Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

11arn-7pm
730an>3pm
730am-7pm
11am-7pm

Black
Swamp

2.Mato

specials, and events planned.
On Line Menus - Visit the menu page to view a daily

review and possibly incorporate into the menu.

Greenery

Starbucks

Pub

2.Nite

—

Tlam-IOpm
7:30am-10pm
7:30am-9pm
9am-9pm

—

7pm-2am

lift-lip

7pm-2am

11:30-11pm
5pm-11pm

7pm-2am

1130am-2pm
11:30am-2pm

—

7pm-2am

Event's Calendar - See the latest dining promotions,

menu for each of our locations.
Weekly Poll - Each week, take our weekly poll to let us
know what you think about hot dining topics.
Pod Casts-View and download highlights of special
events or features on special dining subjects.

Student Employment:

Student Catering Guide - Specially designed for

We offer a competitive hourly rate, convenient locations, part time hours with flexible scheduling. Opportunities for. cashiers,

student organizations to give you what you want at a price you

waitstaff, food servers, kitchen helpers, student managers and much more. Visit our website to fill out an application.

j
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Pressure on
Portugal rises
amid debt fears
LISBON, Portugal
- Borrowing rates for Portugal
briefly spiked Monday after
reports over the weekend that
Germany and France are pushing
it to accept outside help to keep
the debt crisis in Europe from
spreading.
The yield on Portuguese
10-year bonds, a key gauge of
investor sentiment, rose to 7.18
percent at one point, its highest
since the adoption of the euro
and a potentially unsustainable
level, before falling back to 6.94
percent.
Portuguese officials have
sought the help of China, which
has already used its foreign currency reserves to buy Greek and
Spanish debt and help stabilize
those nations.
The finance minister of
Portugal went to China twice late
last year, and Chinese President
Hu Jintao promised in November
to help Portugal out of its financial crisis Beyond that, discussions between the two nations
have been secretive.
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German, Iranian
ministers discuss
Journalists

Mexico pipeline
explosion death
toll rises to 30

Berenson asks to
remain free on
parole in Peru

Rockets from
Gaza hit Israeli
city; no one hurt

BERLIN (AP)-Germany's
foreign minister has made a fresh
request for the quid return of
two German journalists detained
in Iran, during a telephone
conversation with his Iranian
counterpart.

MEXICO CITY (AP)-An
official said a polite officer whose
wife and two small children were
killed in a crude-oil explosion
in central Mexko also has died.
bringing the death toll to 30.

LIMA. Peru (AP)-US.
activist Lori Berenson asked a
Peruvian court Monday not to
revoke her parole and send her
back to prison to finish a 20-year
sentence for aiding leftist rebels.
saying she regrets her actions
and is not a danger to society

JERUSALEM-Three rockets
fired from Gaza exploded in an
industrial section of the Israeli
city of Ashkelon Monday, the
military said, causing no casualties but pointing toward an escalation of violence between Israel
and Gaza militants.

MAIDUGURI, Nigeria
- Gunmen suspected to be part
of a radical Muslim sect attacked
a church and killed a policeman
in northeast Nigeria, just weeks
after police assigned officers to
protect churches in the region.
authorities said Monday.

Speaking at a hearing in the
capital. Lima. Berenson said she
wants to dedicate herself to raising her young son. born while she
was behind bars.

The latest rocket attack raised
Israeli-Palestinian tensions
already heightened by Israel's
destruction of an old hotel in an
Arab east Jerusalem neighborhood to replace it with Jewish
housing, pushing peace efforts
further away.

At least eight other people
died in weekend noting in the
central Nigerian city of Jos. a
flashpoint of religious tension
between Christians and Muslims.
police said. Security forces
patrolled the city's empty streets.
as many stayed home out of fear
of new attacks

The Foreign Ministry in
Berlin said Monday that Guido
Westerwede also thanked Iran's
AliAkbarSalehi for hb "personal engagement" in efforts to
resolve the case.
The German journalists, who
Iran says entered the country
on tourist visas, were arrested in
October while interviewing the
son and lawyer of a woman who
was sentenced to death by stoning for adultery.
Westerwelle's ministry says
he also offered Salehi his condolences on Sunday's deadly crash
of a passenger jet in Iran.

Puebla state spokesman Noe
Torres said Cupertino Garcia
Garcia died Monday morning at
a hospital in Mexico City.
The 25-year-old Garcia was
sleeping at home in San Martin
Texmelucan when a pipeline
exploded Dec. 19. He was the
only pe- n in his family who
initially survived the blast that
injured 52 and damaged or
destroyed 115 homes
The explosion is believed to
have been caused by oil thieves.
Crude gushed from a stateowned Petroleos Mexicanos
pipeline into city streets and
ignited.
Four other people remain hospitalized, including two children.

"1 reaffirm everything said
in the Aug. 18 hearing: That 1
believe 1 am not a danger to
society, that 1 acknowledge my
responsibility in the crime 1 committed and that 1 feel repentant
about it," Berenson told the
judges.

In a related development.
European Union consuls are recommending that Europe begin
relating to east Jerusalem as
the capital of a Palestinian state
now. according to a document
prepared for the EU leadership,
said an EU official in the West
Bank. He spoke on condition of
anonymity because the document has not been released

Berenson was first granted
parole May 27 after serving threequarters of her sentence, then
was sent back to prison Aug. 18
on a technicality. The same judge
who first freed Berenson reinstated her parole in November.

The policemen was killed after
gunmen in Maiduguri opened
fire on the church in a drive-by
shooting near the Maiduguri
International Airport after the
sunset Sunday night, Borno state
police commissioner Mohammed
Abubakar said. Abubakar said the
attackers also shot the church's
watchman in the leg and in the
shoulder.

The rockets hit south of the
populated sections of Ashkelon.
the military said. In the past.
Ashkelon, six miles (10 kilometers) north of Gaza, has become
a frequent target of Palestinian
rocket squads in Gaza when
clashes escalate.

However prosecutors are still
fighting the decision.

■

Nigeria: Policeman
guarding Christian
church is killed

-Barry Hatton and Pan Pylas (AP)

. i .'

"We were in the house when
we heard some gunshots - pow,
pow. pow - and within four
minutes, the gunmen fired
several gunshots into the church
wall and entrances." Rev Ershah
Gufwan said.
- Njadvara Musa (AP)

-Mattl Friedman (AP)

Petraeus: Taliban forces weaken in southern
Afghan regions after local tribes fight back
ByH.idiVogt

The sheer losses that they've sustained of operations before he has to
security from international
deciding where he can
forces to Afghans. The White
are tremendous. That in and of itself is start
cutback
LASHKAR GAH, Afghanistan House said Biden, who was
The true test of recent prog— NATO's top commander in last here in January 2009, was very significant and it's caused enormous
ress will likely come just as the
Afghanistan said Monday that to meet with President Hamid
a recent pledge by a southern Karzai as well as U.S. troops.
stress on the central nervous system..." drawdown begins. Fighting
Afghan tribe to stand up to
Petraeus spoke with the AP
typically lessens in the winter
David Petraeus I U.S. General
months in Afghanistan, when
the Taliban shows the mili- during a visit to the capital of
tary push in the country's 1 lei ma nd province, where he mendous. That in and of rity bubble," Petraeus said, snows block fighters from
most violent region is mak- discussed last week's tribal itself is very significant and adding "2010 was a pretty traveling over mountain passing headway and stifling the pledge with provincial Gov. it's caused enormous stress bumper year for Helmand es from Pakistan, then picks
up again in the late spring and
insurgents' "central nervous Gulab MangaL he told the on the central nervous system province."
A year ago, Obama early summer.
system."
AP that the Taliban is los- of the command and control
approved a troop surge of
And there are still plenty
U.S. Gen. David Petraeus ing sway in volatile Helmand structure," he said
A prime indicator of this 30,000 forces, most of whom of hurdles ahead for NATO
told The Associated Press in and Kandahar provinces in
success, Petraeus said, is went to the south to try to beat troops in the south. The area
the southern city of Lashkar the south.
Gah that a shift in thinking by
Petraeus said there is the announcement by the back Taliban forces from their continues to be the most violent in the country, with daily
the Afghan government and increasing dissension among Alikozai tribe that they would traditional strongholds.
The surge of forces in the announcements of coalition
NATO means that the tribe's the fighting ranks of the halt insurgent attacks and
risky move is being embraced insurgency and that fighters expel foreign fighters from south is seen as key to bol- deaths. More than 20 Marines
rather than ignored. And that are bristling at being ordered one of the most violent spots stering security enough that have been killed in Sangin
brings the hope that others to battle through the winter in the country — Helmand's Afghan forces can take charge, since mid-October, when the
by bosses sitting far away in Sangin district. The expan- which would in turn allow U.S. took over the district from
may follow suit, he said.
Later Monday, Petraeus was Pakistan. Meanwhile, target- skinofbothNATOand Afghan U.S. and NATO forces to draw British forces.
In an end-of-year review
on hand in Kabul to greet Vice ed strikes on midlevel leaders forces in the region has made down troops. The Obama
President JoeBiden. who made in Afghanistan have fractured such a move much more ten- administration has promised of the U.S. strategy in
able that it would have been a to start pulling troops out in Afghanistan, the Obama
a surprise visit to Afghanistan the hierarchy, Petraeus said.
"The sheer losses that year ago, he said.
July, meaning that Petraeus administration said that
to assess progress toward the
"It has pushed out the secu- has only a few more months while Taliban momentum
key objective of handing over they've sustained are treThe Associated Press

has been stopped or reversed
in some areas of Helmand
and neighboring Kandahar
province, "gains remain fragile and reversible."
And the surge does not
appear to have decreased the
number of insurgent fighters.
A NATO official said this week
that the alliance continues to
estimate about 25,000 fighters
in the country — the same
number as a year ago.
And so Petraeus and his
team are doing their best to
build rapidly on the successes
they've had.
NATO quickly pledged to
support the Alikozai tribe by
bringing in schools and finishing a key road in the area.
Petraeus and the provincial governor spoke for nearly
an hour, mostly about the
Alikozai deal and what could
be done to strengthen the
hand of the elders and possibly get other tribes in the area
to make similar pledges.

Visit us
online at
Iwww.bgviews com

Aetna Student Health, a leader in student health, offers the Bowling Green State University sponsored student
hearth insurance plan. These are some of the advantages you will receive:
■

Coverage anywhere - at school, home or traveling and through the summer

■. ■

[intramural
ream rees
*■*

Easy payment - included in your tuition billing

■

Access to the travel assistance services including emergency assistance - available 24/7.

■

Access to Aetna's nationwide network of health care professionals

■

Optional dental insurance - a plan that makes it easy to keep your smile.

Deadline to enroll or waive: January 24, 2011
To learn more go to v*ww.aetr»astuc»«nthealth.com/s<hools/bgsu/or call
Aetna Student Hearth at (877) 3734737. You can also contact the
Insurance Office at the Health Center at (419) 372-7495.
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DIET

From Page 4

through this book and I feel
great. I had almost lost all
hope of working on having a
flat stomach and washboard
abs, but now my end goal is in
dear sight and I am going to
achieve it.
From what I have learned
from this book, the key is to
swap out the bad processed
carbohydratesandsugarsand
replace them with healthy
carbohydrates and all natural sweeteners. According to
t he plan 1 follow. I am allowed
to have IS grams of sugar at
most, and six servings of
healthy carbohydrates a day.
In the beginning, I was
under the impression that

this would be easy since I
thought that 1 was already
eating well to begin with, but
boy, 1 was wrong.
I challenge anyone who
reads this to seriously look
at the labels of the things
you eat quite frequently
and look at the ingredients
list and the sugar grams
per serving, 1 promise there
will be shock and surprised
looks on many faces.
Since 1 began following
this new lifestyle-eating plan
about 2 weeks ago, I have
lost 7 pounds and 2 inches
off of my belly. My clothes
feel looser and look better on
me. 1 eat 5-6 meals a day of
healthy foods and I never feel
full when I finish eating, but
I am not hungry during the
dav either.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

"In the beginning, I was under the
impression that this would be easy since

GAMES
From Page 4

I thought I was already eating well to
begin with, but boy, I was wrong."
When I do my grocery
shopping now, I look at the
labels and ingredients of all
the products I purchase so
I am in full control of what 1
am putting in my body and
I truly feel good about what
I am eating, and feel better
throughout the day.
This is not a hard "diet" to
follow because that s not what
it is. It is a change in the way
you and eat and is one way to
take control of your health.
With following the new lifestyle eating plan in this book
and incorporating daily exer-

then 1 would totally agree
with you. It is crazy.
Although it might sound
like an insane idea, it is
becoming more and more of
a reality. This is due to the
creation of motion sensing
video games.
Products such as the
Nintendo WU, Xbox Kinect
and PlayStation Move, are
making it possible to play
video games while getting
exercise at the same time.
The games are no different, but the way you play
them is. You just move your
controller, or in the Kinect's
case, your whole body, in
order to control the characters in the game.
This idea is very clever and
the products are selling fast.
People like them because
they make the video games
seem more realistic and
they feel more in control. I,
myself, enjoy playing Wii
sports, and 1 must say I am
pretty good at it.
At the same time, however,
I feel these games are diminishing the purpose of video
games. 1 don't know for sure,
but it seems like video games
were originally invented so
kids had something to do
that didn't involve moving
around. Kids wanted to have
fun just sitting on the couch

cise into my life, I am already
seeing great results and am
very happy about the way I'm
losing weight because I am
doing it the healthy way.
Starvingyourself and crash
dieting is not the way to lose
stubborn belly fat, and is very
unhealthy for you. However,
there are healthy ways to
go about this and I believe I
have found one of those ways
through "The Belly Fat Cure."

Respond to lames
at thenews@bgnews.com.

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
SERVING BGSU SINCE 1958

and video games provided
this luxury for them.
Of course, there are still
plenty of games being made
that are controlled with
thumbs only. But this new
type of electronic entertainment is becoming very popular very quickly.
And soon there might be
nothing but games involving
motion This might be a good
thing for all the kids whose
parents want them to get
exercise but who don't want
to go outside.
But what about people like
me? All of the kids who are
lazy and have a hobby of staying on the couch will have
nothing to do.
1 guess they could just
stick with the games they
have now. And they could
buy a bunch of the old classic
games. Those are always fun.
But in a few years they will get
bored with them and want
something new.
Well I say enough. If you
want get exercise then go
outside and play football or
something But don't come
in the living room and start
jumping around and take
away what isn't yours. Leave
the video gaming to the
couch potatoes; the people it
was made for.
Respond to Drew
at thenews@bgnews.com.

RIDDLE:
A black dog is sleeping in the middle of a black road

Best Prices on
New & Used
Textbooks
We pay cash for your
books year round!

that has no streetlights and there is no moon, A car
coming down the road with its lights off steers around

EXTENDED
HOURS
I Starting Jan. 11

the dog. How did the driver know the dog was there?
3W!l/epse*i|:uo!):i|OS

Tuesday, Jan.
9AM - 9PM
•

Wednesday, Jan. V.
9AM-8PM
•

Thursday, Jan. 13
9AM - 7PM
•

Friday, Jan. 14
9AM • 5:30PM
•

Saturday, Jan. 15
9AM - 5PM
•

Largest selection of BGSU
Imprinted Sportswear
and other BGSU
Imprinted Items.

,'■ ■'

Sunday, Jan. 16
12PM-5PM
•

Monday, Jan. 17

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*290.00/mo.^.
• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

ffl S ^^s

•NOW RENTING FOR FALL SOU'
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,
Buff Apts, Ridge Manor

530 E. Wooster Street • www.sbxgofalcons.com

419.3537732

.

Monday-Thuisday 9am-7pm • Friday 9am-5:30pm

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.
I

V

-

1

123 E. Merry $715

'

127 E. Merry $700

'

Hours:

i

GREENBRIARJNC.

Saturday 9am-5pm
343 S. Main $725

jst.-i

Bowhncj:
I I

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

I

1

• Three bedroom houses

1

• Close to downtown
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Women's basketball
pushes win streak
to 14 during break
By Paul Barmy
Sports Editor

The weather was cold, but the BG
women's basketball team continued to heat up.
While most students went home
for winter break, the Falcons continued their hot streak in the gym
— winning four games — including their first two in the MidAmerican Conference.
BG closed out its non-conference schedule with wins over
Canisius and Butler and followed
that up with a win at Ohio and
home win against Miami.
Saturday's 90-52 win against
the Red) lawks gave BG its 14th
win of the season, having won 14
consecutive games.
After what coach Curt Miller
said was a "sub-par" performance
in the Falcons' 66-54 win at 01J, he
was pleased with the way his team
responded against Miami.
"I think our team was really hungry to come back and play better." Miller said after the Miami
game. "Tonight was better and it
resulted in a very important win
for us against a very good team in
the East."
The Falcons forced 24 Miami
turnovers and had a convincing 40-3 advantage in points off
turnovers.
BG's 50.9 percent shooting from
the field and 22 assists were both
season bests, and no fewer than 13
different Falcon players found the
score sheet.
See HOOPS | Page 10
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SOARING THROUGH THE AIR: Junior Dawn Guistmari leaps on the balance beam dining a meet last season Christman finished lirst in the all-aroun(l Sunday wi'b a score ol 58425

Falcons fly over UIC
BG gymnasts place first in all four events as balanced attack leads to first win of 2011 season
By Becky T«ner
Senior Reporter

POST PUY: Danny McElroy (35) looks to get
around a Michigan defender earlier in the season

Falcons vist Kent
State tonight, look
to start 2-0 in MAC
After a rough start to the season, the
BG men's basketball team was able
to find its groove over winter break.
Since going 2-8 in their first
10 games, the Falcons have won
their last four games - going 4-1
during break.
Since its 3-point loss at WisconsinMilwaukee, BG has racked up wins
against Manhattan, Texas San
Antonio, St. Louis and Buffalo.
The Falcons got off to a good
start in Mid-American Conference
play, deeating the Bulls in double
overtime on the road Saturday.
At Buffalo, BG shot over 50 percent from the Field for the fourth
consecutive game.
The Falcons will look or their
fifth consecutive' win tonight and
a 2-0 start in the MAC when they
travel to Kent State.
Tip-off is set for 7 p.m.

FACEBOOK

Sunday, the BG women's gymnastics team started its 2011 season
with a win against the I Iniversity of
Illinois-Chicago.
"I'm thrilled with the athletes' performances ... I thought they looked
very calm, very confident for their

first meet." said head coach Kerne
Beach. "Thisisdefinitefysomething
we can build on for the season. My
goal was to break the 190 mark ...
and we were able to do that."
The Falcons defeated UIC 190.225
to 185.525.
Beach said the team has been preparing since school began in the
fall. She said she was proud that the

team was able to pull together and
be focused and composed for its
season opener.
"The first meet... you don't know
what's going to happen, you don't
know how the freshmen are going
to handle it," Beach said. "It's a huge
relief to know that they can go out
there and really do a nice job on
every event."

Beach said one of the keys to the
team's success was a good start with
the vault performances.
"To able to come out strong and
just really hit then', kind of set up
the whole momentum of the entire

meet" Beach said.
BG swept first place in each of the
See GYM | Page 10

Third period woes
continue to haunt BG
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Spoits Editor

While students spent time away
from school over winter break, the
BG hockey team was hard at work
preparing for a series of games.
The Falcons played four games over
break — two in the UConn Holiday
tournament and two against Ferris
State this past weekend. BG went 1-3
in those games.
In the UConn Holiday tournament, the Falcons split a pair of
games, losing to Princeton while
defeating Holy Cross. The Falcons
were then swept by Ferris State.
In the first three games, the
Falcons continued a disturbing
trend of taking a lead into the

third period and then losing it in
the final frame.
Against Princeton, BG took a 2-1
lead into the third, before allowing
three goals in a span of 4:25 midway through the period en route to
a 4-2 loss.
The following night against Holy
Cross, the Falcons led 2-1 entering
the third before allowing the tying
goal with 1:27 to go in the third.
However, Wade Finegan bailed
out the Falcons with an overtime
goal to seal a 3-2 victory.
Friday against Ferris State, the
Falcons took a 1 -0 lead into the third
period before giving up four goals to
the Bulldogs.
Then on Saturday, the two teams
were tied entering the third, and BG

TWITTER
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AHEAD OF THE PACK: Cameron Sinclair (left) races past two Notre Dame defenders earlier ths season

gave up two in the third in a 3-1 loss.
"Our third periods aren't good:
we're in shape, we condition hard
but we can't 'mish off games," said
BG coach Chris Bergeron after Friday
night's loss to Ferris State.
Third period collapses have been
an issue for BG recently. Dating back

HOCKEY

to the start of December, the Falcons
have been t ied c >r held a lead entering
the third period in seven out of eight
games. In that span, BG is 1-5-2.
"I keep sending this message to
See HOCKEY | Page 10
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' firing an event List season Wishatl led IheFalccns on the vault Sunday with a score of 9.850.
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son stand out bin we were
able to win on every event," "I think we were all really confident and
Beach said.
we all went out and did our best. We
Christman said she was
really excited thai her team
were ready and we were prepared."
could win the first meet of
the season.
Dawn ChrtMman | Gymnast
"I think we were all really
confident and we all went out
and did our best," Christman the crowd pumps you up." perfect its routines.
said We were ready and we t luistinan said. "You feel
"Now it's just coming
it in the room and you get down to little details (like)
were prepared."
She also said it was help- really excited."
sticking their landings ...
ful to have the first meet at
The Falcons' next meet is and just being able to take
home with the crowd cheer- at Northern Illinois on )an. some of the little errors out
mi; her on.
23. Beach said the team will (and) some of the nerves,"
"I gel really nervous but
lake the next few weeks to she said.

From Page 9

four events Danielle WisharI
won vauli with 9.85, Sunny
Marchand won the uneven
barswith9.625,Monical aton
won the balance beam with
9.450 and Dawn Christman
won the flooi exercise with
9.775. Christman also won
the individual all around
with a score of 38.425.
" rhat, in me, shows thai
we're a team ... thai we
didn't just have one pel

our guys, and it's not a threat
— it's real — that if you aren't
going to be pan of the solution then you won't be with
us here long term," Bergeron
said.
While the 7-15-2 record
gives BG more wins than
it had all of last season, the
Falcons are only 2-12-2 in
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association Games, good for
eight points in conference
standings.
That puts BG last in the
CCHA, five points behind
10th place Michigan State.
"We need guys to be a part
of the solution and not just
OK with being on this hockey
team and being in 11th place,"
Bergeron said. "That is completely unacceptable, and
until we start living that on
an individual basis and then
collectively, we are going to
continue to get the results
that we have gotten."
1 lowever, Bergeron felt that
Saturday night's game was a
step in the right direction.
"We're in a situation right
now where it can't all be
negative, it can't always be
'you're not doing this right, or
you're not doing that right,'
and I told them that I was

"We need guys to be
a part of the solution
andnotjustOKwith
being on this hockey
team and being in
11th place."
Chris Bergeron | Coach

proud of their effort tonight,"
Bergeron said.
"But, we still go the result
that one play in the third
period in a game nothing is
happening and the puck's in
the back of our net. Why that
bounce isn't going our way
right now, I don't know."
The penalty kill was strong
for the Falcons over the weekend, with the team killing all
10 penalties they took.
"I thought (the penalty
kill] was great all weekend," said goalie Andrew
Hammond after Saturday's
loss. "Any time you can
keep your opponent off the
board on the power play
that is a good thing."
This weekend, the Falcons
hit the road for a weekend
series with Miami in Oxford.
Friday's game begins at 7:35
p.m. while Saturday's will
start at 7:05 p.m.
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SHOOTER'S TOUCH: Lauren Prochasta puts up a running jump shot In a game
against Youngstovm Slate earlier in the season.
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And in the midst of their
best start to a season, Miller
said Saturday's game was one
of the best of the season.
"It has to be up there,"
he said. "I told (the team)
immediately at the end of
the game, 'Now that was BG
basketball.' We were focused,
we played hard at the defensive end and we got great
bench production. We got a
total team effort."
The Falcons (14-1, 2-0 MidAmerican Conference) are
8-0 at Anderson Arena this

season and have won 37
consecutive regular-season
home games.
For the Falcons, Anderson
Arena has become their sixth
man.
"They realize if you're
going to win a regular-season championship, you have
to take care of home court."
Miller said. "We have to protect home court if we have
dreams of winning the regular season.
BG will put its 14-game win
streak and its 37 consecutive
regular-season home win
streak on the line Wednesday
when it hosts MAC foe Akron
at 7 p.m.
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STATE BRIEFS
Kasich orders
review of rules on
Ohio businesses
COLUMBUS (AP)- Ohio
Gov. John Kasich (KAY'-stk)
has ordered a review of Ohio's
regulations lo find ou! what
economic effect they have on
small businesses
Kasich signed his first executive order Monday to create
what he called a "Common
Sense Initiative" office. Lt. Gov.
Mary Taylor will lead the effort.
The office will make recommendations to state agencies
and the General Assembly
based on the review.
Taylor says the new office
will be an advocate for the business community and hear their
concerns.
Kasich also appointed Taylor
to be director of the Ohio
Department of Insurance She's
a certified public accountant
who previously served as the
state auditor
Ohio has the ninth-largest
insurance industry in the nation.

Overturned
semitrailer leaks
fuel on 1-75 in
Ohio
WEST CHESTER. Ohio
(AP) - Authorities have been
working to contain nearly 2,000
gallons of gasoline that spilled
Irom an overturned semitrailer
on Interstate 75 about 50 miles
north of Cincinnati.
Officials from the
Butler County Emergency
Management Agency said
they expected southbound
1-75 at Ohio 129 in the Liberty
Township area to be closed for
several hours.
The Hamilton JoumalNews
reports firefighters and
HAZMAT crews had been
working since midmorning on
Monday to clean up the fuel
and prevent it from entering the
sewer system
Authorities say the crash
involved the semitrailer and a
car. They say both drivers were
taken to area hospitals for treatment of injuries that were not
life-threatening.
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Cindnnati/N.Ky.
airport prepares
for winter storm

Ohio GOP
chairman
re-elected, will
serve 2nd term

CINCINNATI (AP)-A
storm that hit the South has
canceled about 22 flights into
and out of Cincinnati's airport,
which may soon face its own
bout with snow.

COLUMBUS (AP)-The
Ohio Republican Party has reelected the chairman who led
the GOP to broad victories in
last fall's election.

Conditions remained
dry Monday afternoon in
southwest Ohio, but a winter
storm warning was in effect
for the region on Tuesday.
Meteorologist Myron Padgett
with the National Weather
Service office in Wilmington
said 3 to 5 inches of snow is
expected.

The party said Kevin
DeWine was the unanimous
choice Sunday of the 66-member Republican state central
and executive committee.
DeWine will serve his second
two-year term heading the
state GOP
Republicans in November
swept every statewide office,
seized back the Ohio House
from Democrats, won a majority of the state's congressional
seats and held on to a US
Senate seat

A spokeswoman for
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky
International Airport said officials are monitoring forecasts
before deciding on staffing
and other preparations for the
expected storm.

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS—Newly sworn
in Republican (lov. John
Kasich called on Ohioans
not to be selfish if they want
to help him restore economic prosperity to the ailing
battleground state.
"When one part of Ohio
hurts, we all hurt," he told
a near-capacity crowd of
about 2,500 at his inauguration ceremony Monday at
the elegant Ohio Theatre.
"And when one part of Ohio
succeeds, we all succeed."
The 58-year-old Kasich,
who defeated Democrat Ted
Strickland in November's
election, said the state's biggest enemy is not its cities, its
farms, or its vibrant suburbs
— it's the status quo.
He called it "the dark side
of human nature that shuts
down dreams and basks in
fear."
"Our enemies are those
that selfishly look out only
for themselves, the last gasp
of air in a coal mine, '1 want
mine,'" he said. "They forget
that we are all in this together. Don't be selfish."
Kasich delivered the mes-

sagetoahallfilledwithmany
Republicans whose political careers were thrown
off track when Democrats
staged a near sweep of
statewide
non-judicial
offices four years ago. The
lone Republican officeholder to survive the 2006
defeats was Mary Taylor,
the former auditor sworn in
Monday as Kasich's lieutenant governor.
Their new administration
faces an estimated $8 billion
budget deficit and a state
unemployment rate that was
9.8 percent in November.
A former congressman,
Fox News commentator, and
investment banker, Kasich
has pledged a businessman's approach to policy
that he hopes can restore
economic security and add
jobs. He campaigned on the
idea of eventually eliminating Ohio's personal income
tax and has suggested he
will explore privatizing such
areas as the Ohio Turnpike,
prisons, workers' compensation and liquor sales.
The ceremonial swearing in of Kasich and Taylor
was peppered with dignitaries — including U.S. House

9

2
8

Speaker John Boehner of
Ohio, celebrity zookeeper
and TV host Jack Hanna,
former Republican Gov.
Bob Taft, newly elected
Republican state officeholders and hundreds of others.
Kasichtookhisformaloath
of office at a 12:01 a.m. ceremony that he moved to the
Statehouse and opened to
the media after protests last
week. Newly elected Chief
Justice Maureen O'Connor
administered both oaths.
Kasich was accompanied at both events by his
wife, Karen, and 10-year-old
twin daughters, Reese and
Emma. The Bible he used for
the midnight ceremony was
given to him by a friend after
Kasich's parents were killed
by a drunken driver in 1987.
At the noon event, his
daughters' 5th grade class
led the Pledge of Allegiance
andtheOhioState University
Glee Club concluded the
event with "Carmen Ohio,"
the university's alma mater
that ends with a harmonious "OHIO."
Kasich succeeds one-term
Democrat Ted Strickland,
a moderate Democrat who
was ousted largely because

of Kasich's attacks on his
economic record.
Amid the tough taJk at
Monday's event was a message of affection for the
state he adopted as a college freshman in the 1970s,
moving from McKees Rocks,
Pa., to attend Ohio State
University.
"I have never, ever considered leaving Ohio no matter
how great the opportunities in a far away place may
have seemed," he said. "I
love Ohio. Ohio's given me
all that I am today, and now
1 can pay back Ohio and help
lead us forward into realizing Ohio's promise and our
destiny."
He called his inauguration
every Ohioan's inauguration
and pledged to devote his
administration to helping
the people of the state, not
special interests.
"I have a sense that across
Ohio people know we have
a challenge. So today we are
all inaugurated into a better
day," he said. "You know I'm
only a servant. I am only a
servant, a public servant. I
report to the people. I report
to you, the people."
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BEASTON

"I kind of fell into this by
default. When I realized that
From Page 1
Janet was whom I was replacing. I was truly humbled. I
"Janet was just so much fun. knew I would have to work
She truly loved to laugh and my tail off because she was
have a good time at her own one of the finest math and
expense as well as in life in science teachers 1 ever knew."
general."
Beaston said.
Emetine was found dead in
Over the course of Beaston's
her office by a student safety career, she obtained two
officer conducting a routine master's degrees from the
building check at 10:40 a.m. University and in her 30 years
Heart disease was the suspect- as an educator she has had
ed cause of death.
a variety of positions, which
Alex Marquis, a student of include teaching health, math
Emerine's, said she was in and physical education, as well
"complete shock" when she as the head volleyball coach,
heard of her professor's unex- athletic director and assistant
pected death.
principal.
"Janet was so full of knowlAndrew Boltz. a current stuedge and her passion rubbed dent of Beaston's, said he has
off on us," Marquis said. "She learned many different teachwas stern but in a good way. ing styles in Beaston's class,
with high expectations. Her including how to use manipuclass was very hands-on and lative and hands-on activities
unexpected. Every day you to teach math.
"1 feel like her class is great
left having learned something
new. It was filled with good preparation for our future
stories from her experiences."
career and the things we do
Marquis said she will we can save and use later
remember Emerine's passion when we become teachers,"
for teaching, her stories and Boltz said.
her ever-changing nail colors.
What Beaston hopes stuA colleague and friend of dents will take away from her
Emerine's, Dan Brahier, took class is that the job of eduover her class for the rest of the cation is more than teaching
semester until a replacement knowledge to students.
could be hired. Brahier could
Beaston plans to continue
not be reached for comment.
to work hard to do the best she
Beaston was hired at the can for her students and make
University originally to mentor Emerine pmud.
student teachers. Beaston said
"I have never been one to sit
a few days after she was hired, back and say 1 have done the
she was invited to interview for best I can so I stop working at it
a teaching position and was 1 always, always, always strive
hired shortly after as Emerine's to improve what 1 have done,"
replacement.
Beaston said.
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DeWine said In a news
release Monday that voters
gave the GOP "a second
chance" and said the party
will work tirelessly to honor
that trust. He said the Ohio
Republican agenda for 2011
includes the redrawing of
political districts and preparations for the 2012 presidential election.

Meanwhile, the websites
for other Ohio airports
also show cancellations of
Monday flights between
the state and snowed-under
Southern cities such as
Atlanta and Charlotte. N.C.

GOP s John Kasich begins
term as new Ohio governor
By Julia Carr Smyth
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BG NEWS Fit (PHOTO
FLIP: Danielle Wishaii soars through the air during an event last season Wishart led the Fakons on the vault Sunday with a score of 9.850.

GYM
From Page 9

four events. Danielle Wishuri
won vault with 9.85, Sunny
Marchand won the uneven
banwith9.625,Monica Eaton
won the balance beam with
9.450 and Dawn Christman
won the flooi exercise with
9.775. Christman also won
the individual all-around
with a score of 38.425.
"Thai, to me, shows that
we're a leant ,., that we
didn't just have one per-

son stand out but we were
I think we were all really confident and
able to win on every event."
Beach said
we all went out and did our best. We
Christman said she was
really excited lhal her team
were ready and we were prepared."
could win the first meet of
the season.
Dawn Christman | Gymnast
"I think we were all really
confident and we all went out
and did our best." Christman the crowd pumps you up," perfect its routines.
said "We were ready and we Christman said. "You feel
"Now it's just coming
were prepared."
it in the room and you gel down to little details (like)
She also said it was help- really excited."
sticking their landings ...
ful to have the first meet at
The Falcons' next meet is and just being able to take
home with the crowd cheer- at Northern Illinois on Ian. some of the little errors out
ing her on.
23. Beach said the team will (and) some of the nerves,"
"I get really nervous but take the next few weeks to she said.

our guys, and it's not a threat
— it's real — that if you aren't
going to be part of the solution then you won't be with
us here long term." Bergeron
said.
While the 7-15-2 record
gives BG more wins than
it had all of last season, the
Falcons are only 2-12-2 in
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association Games, good for
eight points in conference
standings.
That puts BG last in the
CCHA, five points behind
10th place Michigan State.
"We need guys to be a part
of the solution and not just
OK with being on this hockey
team and being in 11th place,"
Bergeron said. "That is completely unacceptable, and
until we start living that on
an individual basis and then
collectively, we are going to
continue to get the results
that we have gotten."
However, Bergeron felt that
Saturday night's game was a
step in the right direction.
"We're in a situation right
now where it can't all be
negative, it can't always be
'you're not doing this right, or
you're not doing that right,'
and I told them that I was

"We need guys to be
a part of the solution
andnotjustOKwith
being on this hockey
team and being in
11th place."
Chris Bergeron | Coach

proud of their effort tonight."
Bergeron said.
"But, we still go the result
that one play in the third
period in a game nothing is
happening and the puck's in
the back of our net. Why that
bounce isn't going our way
right now, I don't know."
The penalty kill was strong
for the Falcons over the weekend, with the team killing all
10 penalties they took.
"I thought [the penalty
kill] was great all weekend," said goalie Andrew
Hammond after Saturday's
loss. "Any time you can
keep your opponent off the
board on the power play
that is a good thing."
This weekend, the Falcons
hit the road for a weekend
series with Miami in Oxford.
Friday's game begins at 7:35
p.m. while Saturday's will
start at 7:05 p.m.

TYLER STABILE I TH! DC, NEWS
SHOOTER'S TOUCH: Lauren Prochaska puts up a running jump shot in a game
against Youngstown State eailiei in the season.
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season and have won 37
consecutive regular-season
From Page 9
home games.
For the Falcons, Anderson
And in the midst of their Arena has become their sixth
best start to a season, Miller man.
said Saturday's game was one
"They realize if you're
of the best of the season.
going to win a regular-sea"It has to be up there," son championship, you have
he said. "I told (the team) to take care of home court,"
immediately at the end of Miller said. "We have to prothe game, 'Now that was BG tect home court if we have
basketball.' We were focused, dreams of winning the reguwe played hard at the defen- lar season.
sive end and we got great
BG will put its 1-1 - game win
bench production. We got a streak and its 37 consecutive
total team effort."
regular-season home win
The Falcons (14-1, 2-0 Mid- streak on the line Wednesday
American Conference) are when it hosts MAC foe Akron
8-0 at Anderson Arena this at 711 .ni
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STATE BRIEFS
Kasich orders
review of rules on
Ohio businesses
COLUMBUS (AP)-Ohio
Gov. John Kasich (KAY'-sik)
has ordered a review of Ohio's
regulations lo find out what
economic effect they have on
small businesses
Kasich signed his first executive order Monday to create
what he called a 'Common
Sense Initiative" office Lt. Gov
Mary Taylor will lead the effort
The office will make recommendations to state agencies
and the General Assembly
based on the review.
Taylor says the new office
will be an advocate for the business community and hear their
concerns.
Kasich also appointed Taylor
to be director of the Ohio
Department of Insurance. She's
a certified public accountant
who previously served as the
state auditor
Ohio has the ninth-largest
insurance industry in the nation.

Overturned
semitrailer leaks
fuel on 1-75 in
Ohio
WEST CHESTER. Ohio
(AP) - Authorities have been
working to contain nearly 2.000
gallons of gasoline that spilled
from an overturned semitrailer
on Interstate 75 about 50 miles
north of Cincinnati.
Officials from the
Sutler County Emergency
Management Agency said
they expected southbound
1-75 at Ohio 129 in the Liberty
Township area to be closed for
several hours.
The Hamilton JoumalNews
reports firefighters and
HAZMAT crews had been
working since midmorning on
Monday to clean up the fuel
and prevent it from entering the
sewer system.
Authorities say the crash
involved the semitrailer and a
car. They say both drivers were
taken to area hospitals for treatment of injuries that were not
life-threatening.

BGNEWS
WIRE
SOURCES

Cincinnati/N.Ky.
airport prepares
for winter storm

Ohio GOP
chairman
re-elected, will
serve 2nd term

CINCINNATI (AP)-A
storm that hit the South has
canceled about 22 flights into
and out of Cincinnati's airport,
which may soon face its own
bout with snow.

COLUMBUS (AP)-The
Ohio Republican Party has reelected the chairman who led
the GOP to broad victories in
last fall's election.

Conditions remained
dry Monday afternoon in
southwest Ohio, but a winter
storm warning was in effect
for the region on Tuesday.
Meteorologist Myron Padgett
with the National Weather
Service office in Wilmington
said 5 to 5 inches of snow is
expected.

The party said Kevin
DeWine was the unanimous
choice Sunday of the 66-member Republican state central
and executive committee.
DeWine will serve his second
two-year term heading the
state GOP.
Republicans in November
swept every statewide office,
seized back the Ohio House
from Democrats, won a majority of the state's congressional
seats and held on to a U.S.
Senate seat.

A spokeswoman for
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky
International Airport said officials are monitoring forecasts
before deciding on staffing
and other preparations for the
expected storm.

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS—Newly sworn
in Republican- Gov. John
Kasich called on Ohioans
not to be selfish if they want
to help him restore economic prosperity to the ailing
battleground state.
"When one part of Ohio
hurts, we all hurt," he told
a near-capacity crowd of
about 2,500 at his inauguration ceremony Monday at
the elegant Ohio Theatre.
"And when one part of Ohio
succeeds, we all succeed."
The 58-year-old Kasich,
who defeated Democrat Ted
Strickland in November's
election, said the state's biggest enemy is not its cities, its
farms, or its vibrant suburbs
— it's the status quo.
He called it "the dark side
of human nature that shuts
down dreams and basks in
fear."
"Our enemies are those
that selfishly look out only
for themselves, the last gasp
of air in a coal mine, I want
mine," he said. "They forget
that we are all in this together. Don't be selfish."
Kasich delivered the mes-

sagetoahall filled withmany
Republicans whose political careers were thrown
off track when Democrats
staged a near sweep of
statewide
non-judicial
offices four years ago. The
lone Republican officeholder to survive the 2006
defeats was Mary Taylor,
the former auditor sworn in
Monday as Kasich's lieutenant governor.
Their new administration
faces an estimated $8 billion
budget deficit and a state
unemployment rate that was
9.8 percent in November.
A former congressman,
Fox News commentator, and
investment banker, Kasich
has pledged a businessman's approach to policy
that he hopes can restore
economic security and add
jobs. He campaigned on the
idea of eventually eliminating Ohio's personal income
tax and has suggested he
will explore privatizing such
areas as the Ohio Turnpike,
prisons, workers' compensation and liquor sales.
The ceremonial swearing in of Kasich and Taylor
was peppered with dignitaries — including U.S. House

1

Speaker John Boehner of
Ohio, celebrity zookeeper
and TV host Jack Hanna,
former Republican Gov.
Bob Taft, newly elected
Republican state officeholders and hundreds of others.
Kasich tookhisformaloath
of office at a 12:01 a.m. ceremony that he moved to the
Statehouse and opened to
the media after protests last
week. Newly elected Chief
Justice Maureen O'Connor
administered both oaths.
Kasich was accompanied at both events by his
wife, Karen, and 10-year-old
twin daughters, Reese and
Emma. The Bible he used for
the midnight ceremony was
given to him by a friend after
Kasich's parents were killed
by a drunken driver in 1987.
At the noon event, his
daughters' 5th grade class
led the Pledge of Allegiance
and theOhioState University
Glee Club concluded the
event with "Carmen Ohio,"
the university's alma mater
that ends with a harmonious "OHIO."
Kasich succeeds one-term
Democrat Ted Strickland,
a moderate Democrat who
was ousted largely because

of Kasich's attacks on his
economic record.
Amid the tough talk at
Monday's event was a message of affection for the
state he adopted as a college freshman in the 1970s,
moving from McKees Rocks,
Pa., to attend Ohio State
University.
"I have never, ever considered leaving Ohio no matter
how great the opportunities in a far away place may
have seemed," he said. "I
love Ohio. Ohio's given me
all that I am today, and now
I can pay back Ohio and help
lead us forward into realizing Ohio's promise and our
destiny."
He called his inauguration
every Ohioan's inauguration
and pledged to devote his
administration to helping
the people of the state, not
special interests.
"I have a sense that across
Ohio people know we have
a challenge. So today we are
all inaugurated into a better
day," he said. "You know I'm
only a servant. I am only a
servant, a public servant. I
report to the people. I report
to you, the people."
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so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
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guessing or math involved.
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DeWine said in a news
release Monday that voters
gave the GOP "a second
chance' and said the party
will work tirelessly to honor
that trust. He said the Ohio
Republican agenda for 2011
includes the redrawing of
political districts and preparations for the 2012 presidential election.

Meanwhile, the websites
for other Ohio airports
also show cancellations of
Monday flights between
the state and snowed-under
Southern cities such as
Atlanta and Charlotte. N.C.

GOP s John Kasich begins
term as new Ohio governor
By Julie Carr Smyth
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BEASTON
From Page 1
"Janet was just so much fun.
She 11 uly loved to laugh and
have a good time at her own
expense as well as in life in
general."
Emetine was found dead in
her office by a student safety
officer conducting a routine
building check at 10:40 a.m.
Heart disease was the suspected cause of death.
Alex Marquis, a student of
Emetine's, said she was in
"complete shock" when she
heard of her professor's unexpected death.
"Janet was so full of knowledge and her passion rubbed
off on us," Marquis said. "She
was stem but in a good way,
with high expectations. Her
class was very hands-on and
unexpected. Every day you
left having learned something
new. It was filled with good
stories from her experiences."
Marquis said she will
remember Emetine's passion
for teaching, her stories and
her ever-changing nail colors.
A colleague and friend of
Emerine's, Dan Brahier, took
over her class for the rest of the
semester until a replacement
could be hired. Brahier could
not be reached for comment.
Beaston was hired at the
University originally to mentor
student teachers. Beaston said
a few days after she was hired,
she was invited to interview for
a teaching position and was
hired shortly after as Emerine's
replacement

"I kind of fell into this by
default. When 1 realized that
Janet was whom I was replacing, 1 was truly humbled. 1
knew I would have to work
my tail off because she was
one of the finest math and
science teachers I ever knew,"
Beaston said.
Over the course of Beaston's
career, she obtained two
master's degrees from the
University and in her 30 years
as an educator she has had
a variety of positions, which
include teaching health, math
and physical education, as well
as the head volleyball coach,
athletic director and assistant
principal.
Andrew Boltz, a current student of Beaston's, said he has
learned many different teaching styles in Beaston's class,
including how to use manipulative and hands-on activities
to teach math.
"I feel like her class is great
preparation for our future
career and the things we do
we can save and use later
when we become teachers,"
Boltz said.
What Beaston hopes students will take away from her
class is that the job of education is more than teaching
knowledge to students.
Beaston plans to continue
to work hard to do the best she
can for her students and make
i nin ilie ])iinnl
"I have never been one to sit
back and say 1 have done the
best I can so 1 stop working at it.
I always, always, always strive
to improve what I have done,"
Beaston said.

WILCOMI BACK STUDENTS!

HIRING!
Students check out Shamrock Studios

Campus Tour Guides
» Spread your excitement for BGSU

IWVNMM

419-901 ......

HotTaiwfes

> > Show visitors what's offered at BGSU
BGSU Staff and Coaches check out
Shamrock Village Condominiums and Townhomes

» Become involved at BGSU
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
email bgtours@bgsu.edu
Applications due Tuesday, January 18th by 4pm

11am-3am
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Storage available, rented by the month!
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charges are expected.
Earlier, a somber President
Barack Obama led a moment
From Page 1
of silence on Monday for
pulling together as a coun- a nation stunned by the
attempted assassination
try."
Obama said he is reaching against an Arizona conout to family members in his gresswoman. On a frigid
role not just as president, but Washington morning, the
president and first lady
also as a father.
The White House said Michelle Obama walked out
Obama had called Clifford's of the White House to the
husband, Mark Kelly, and sounding of a bell at II a.m.
the family of Christina Taylor EST. Wearing overcoats, they
Green, a 9-year-old girl killed stood next to each other on
the South Lawn, each with
in Saturday's incident.
Obama made a point to their hands clasped, heads
commend the everyday citi- bowed and eyes closed.
The moment also was
zens who, in the midst of a
horrific scene, intervened to marked on the steps of the
wrestle down the gunman U.S. Capitol and around the
and help those around them. nation at the direction of the
Prosecutors have charged president, who called for the
22-year-old lared Loughner country to come together in
with one count of attempted prayer or reflection for those
assassination of a member killed and those fighting to
of Congress, two counts of recover. Cliffords was shot
killing an employee of the point-blank in the head. She
federal government and two remains in intensive care.
The White House said the
counts of attempting to kill
a federal employee. More president has been briefed

OBAMA

several times on the ongoing investigation by counterterrorism adviser John
Brennan, including two
updates Monday morning.
At the Supreme Court,
the justices paused for a
moment of silence between
the two cases they were
hearing Monday morning.
Earlier, Chief Justice John
Roberts said the shootings
"caused devastating injury
to persons who all, in their
own way, contribute to the
strength of our nation."
Up Pennsylvania Avenue,
hundreds of Capitol Hill
aides, including those from
Ciiffords' office, gathered in
an ornate parlor just off the
House floor Monday morning. At a few minutes to
II a.m. EST, they followed
I louse and Senate Sergeants
at Arms Bill Livingood and
Terrance Gainer out the
doors, through the pillars
and down the East-facing
steps of the Capitol, where
they paused, heads down.

The BGTfews
Classified Ads

Park. Maintenance Specialist
City of Bowling Green
Parks and Recreation Dept.
Pay Band 1 $12 48 - S18.71/hr
Hourly, PT position responsible
for assisting Facilities Coordinator
and/or Maintenance Coordinator
with ensuring that park grounds.
buildings and sports facilities are
properly maintained Prepares
facilities lor rentals, cleans
restrooms and buidlings; operates
equipment; maintains grounds;
prepares athletic fields; checks
mechanical pool operations.
prepares for special events; and
performs other related duties as
assigned Experience and
Education High school diploma
or equivalent certification/licenses
include First Aid/CPR. CerMied
Pool Operator; one to six months
relevant experience; valid
Ohio Driver's License: or any
combination of education, training
and work experience which
provides the required skill sets to
perform the essential functions ot
the job. Excellent fringe benefits.
Qualified persons mutrt complete
an application that is available in
the Personnel Department of the
City ot Bowling Green.
304 N. Church St,
Bowling Green, OH 43402-2399
Resumes alone will not be
considered Phone 419-354-6200
web www oaohio org
e-mail. BGPersonnel@bgohio.org
Copies of the complete job
description will be provided to
applicants The deadline for
making application Is 4:30pm,
Januaury 14, 2011. AA/EEO

419-372-6977
Itic B(i \ros will not knowingly accept
■dwfllmnefltl ih.ii dlMTtminaie. or
iwourage discrimination againM any
individual or group on the ha*K of ran*,
sot, color, creed, religion, national origin. Kan) orientation dfenbUtiy itatui
as a veteran, or on the basis nl any oilier
II'IMHV protected state.
nwBG New reserves the right to djecUne<
.liMiHiiniiu'in revise en) adnrtitenwnl
such M ihOM liiniul to lie deftRMtOf)
l*Hng in la* Hi.il basis, misleading or
false in naiuie All .niu'iliMiiu-iits .ire

subjtvt toedMngandapfHovsi

HELP WANTED
Awesome summer job in Maine!
If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while
you work, and make lifelong
Inends, then look no further.
Camp Mataponi a children's
summer camp, has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball, softball, volleyball, field hockey),
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
waterskiing. life guarding, WSI.
boat drivers). Ropes Course,
Tennis. H.B Riding, ArtsS Crafts,
Theater. Dance. Gymnastics.
Video. Photography. Nurses.
Maintenance. Cooking and more
Top salaries plus room/boa'd &
travel provided Call us today at
561 -748-3684 or apply online at:
www campmataponl.com.

The Daily Crossword Fix DP I f|P!/ A KEY
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ACROSS
Finalize, as a deal
"Let _!". -Start the ball rolling!"
Sleep attire, briefly
Honolulu hello
NFL's wlnningest coach Don
Below the belt
Does some Web browsing
"The Kids
All Right": 2010 film
Building wing
Photographed
Brownish-green eye color
Coming-out gala
Forever and ever
Rolled grain
Clark's love
'Me. too!"
NFL six-pointers
Demand accompanied by a
banging gave)
41 Casual shirt
42 La Virginie et la Caroline du Sud
43 La
Tar Pits

2, 3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton, 4th S 5th St.
Avail May & August 2011
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www rutterdudley.com
5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus. S1100/mo.
Avail for 11-12 sy - year lease.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

874-6455

Listings Available On-Line
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Professsional & Reasonable
Unlocks
^m
Cars
Rekeys
fm
Homes
A ,S
Cut Keys
■■V1
P
Installation
*
Businesses
Experienced • Bonded * Insured

2BR house, near campus.
$750/mo. avail 08/2011

Call 419-352-5882.

Room for rent in Portage nome.
Wili. W/D, S300/mo. utils incl
Call 419-308-5417

311 Ridge 3 BR house
available Fall 2011.
Call 419-352-5882

4 & 5BR houses w/ 2 baths
on Pike St
Call 419-352-5239

Lrg 4BR house, 149 Prospect St,
W/D hook up. close to campus,
avail. July 15. $1100/mo -tutil,

HOUSES. HOUSES. HOUSES
Rent reduced-remaining houses
500 Lehman. 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com

AVAIL NOW / 300 E. Merry St
1 & 2 BR apt tree internet.
low as 199/mo. see CartyRentals.
all next to campus 353-0325.

Large 1BR, near campus.
Avail Fall 2011, S475/mo,
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882.

1, 2 & 3BR apts. close to campus,
avail end ot January & next S.Y.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414

HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES
Rent reduced-remaining houses
500 Lehman. 419-352-6064

1 BR apt. 854 8th St, $400/mo +
elec w/ $400 security dep.
No pets Call 419-392-3354

$950/mo. utils incl. avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882

Call 419-353-1556

www Iroboserentals com
1,2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.
3 bedroom, 1 bath apt,
recently updated, small pets OK
619 High St Call 419-308-3525.

1 or 2 roommates needed in May
to share large 3 BR furnished
house w/ yard. Next to campus .
$366 67-$550/mo + util.
Call Brad at 419-308-7763

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE

ALSO INCLUDED
Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Ficillties
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online
Lease Renewal flonuses
Referral Award Bonuses
Oil Street & Guest Parking
Recycling Program
Free Video library with New Releases

382-5055
866-8655

1

1

3BR apt, near campus/downtown.
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«? 353-7772

1 room effic, shared bath,
co-ed only, furn, avail 7/15/11.
3BR house, avail. Aug 15. 2011
Call 419-601-3225.

352-9055

ANSWERS
s

M
S

906 Napoleon Rd.. 8owling Green. Ohio

11-12 sy. few houses remain,
next to campus. 419-353-0325.
also see CamyRentals.com
Also 1 8 2 BR apis avail. 1/1/11.

Highland Management
Now leasing for 2011-2012 sy
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Call 419-354-6036, M-F
bghighlandmgmt.com
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Karate blow
Restrain
Illegal lottery
Tibetan capital
Bedouin, ethnically
Eyjaljallajokull residue
Get stuck for, as a cost
Lateral epicondylitis (and a
possible in|ury hinted at by
the ends of 17-. 24-. 37- and
47-Across)
Regret
Furry "Star Wars" creatures
Track event
Family Stone frontman
Thick
Nerdy types

1
6
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
24
28
30
31
32
34
37
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-APARTMENTS
GAS
Heat/Hot Water/Cooking
INCLUDED

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED
BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED
PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED
WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

STOP BY
ANO SEE US
No Appointments Necessary

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
wlnthiop@gefdenicti.com
wynv.winthfoptenace.com

_

Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!
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3 BR house. 404 S College
S625/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

Bee Gee Shopping Center
1062 N. Main

STOP
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Tanning

841-5055
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Submission end.
12th Hebrew month
Global
300 to 3.000 MHz
Elapse
Enjoys faddish popularity
It precedes iota
Pantyhose woe
Sight in the Seine
Pitilul
EkMse's hotel, with "the"
Superman's birth
39"... believe __not!"
father
40 Big Apple theater
13 Peachy
award
18 Ergo
44 "Survivor" network
23 Crunch targets
25 Relax, as restrictions 45 Some TVs
46 Anita of "La Dolce
26 _ Ark
Vita"
27 Like most pets
47 Cards and Phils
28 Scads
29 Wisdom of the elders 48 Amateur mover's
rental
32 Clothes fasteners
49 Sailor's sobriquet
33 Baseball great Mel
50 Military levels
34 Phonograph compo51 Get up
nent
55 Hose down for a
35 Eins und zwei
while
36 Ollle's partner
38 Readied the leftovers. 56 Major rtes.
59 Woolly farm female
***
60 Rouen refusal
61 Important name in
Virginia history
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Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers. Flex, hrs, only 15
min. Irom BG. Apply in person at
465 W Dussel Dr.. Maumee. OH
(419)893-2290
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HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
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ALfatDKA
WEEKLY DONATIONS

Great Selection of
Houses Sf Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012

$200 PER MONTH
1,000s
jjiijjWdj
Donate plasma at BibUfe Plasma
Services. You receive money, get time
for studying, and best of all give life to
patients in need!

• We hive Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

SCHEDULE YOUR DONATION TODAY AT WWW.BI0LIFEPLASMA.COM

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

<E MELROSE AVE • FINDLAY. OH 45840

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

.
B,oLife

319 E. Woo<iler Street. Bo»linB (Jretn, OH
Located Across Krom Taco Hell.

RENTAL OFFICE 14191 354-2260

B0NUSC0UP0N

Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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i !'0»li :: ■ i304 N. Summit $1050
455 S. Summit $795

123 University Lane $1400
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Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

_ J

• Three bedroom houses
• Close to campus

